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Relativistic heavy ion collisions are being studied with the intention of 
investigating the properties of hot, ultra-dense and strongly interacting matter. 
Theoretical physics demonstrates that the collisions of these high energy nuclei 
with target material may provide us matter with high temperature and energy 
density. This in turn may lead to a new phase of matter known as quark gluon 
plasma (QGP), which is expected to have existed in the early universe and be 
present in the heart of neutron stars. Although this field has seen a lot of 
activity during the last decade, no consensus could be built till date. It has. 
however, been demonstrated that in order to find unambiguous signals 
regarding the processes involved in such relativistic collisions, it is essential to 
have a clear understanding of the multiparticle production and fi-agmentation 
processes in these collisions. 
It has been suggested that the QGP formation could cause large 
fluctuations in phase space, which in turn may result in large fluctuations in the 
measured particle densities. In order to disentangle information regarding 
these dynamical fluctuations in particle densities, various methods of analysis 
have been developed. 
In the present investigation, an attempt has been made to gain some 
insight into these density fluctuations of multiparticle production seen in the 
heavy ion collisions through the examination of factorial moments. Emulsion 
experiments are well suited for this type of analysis as the production angles of 
the produced particles are measured with high precision. Emulsion 
experiments also have the advantage that the same detector design can be used 
at all the experimental sites, so that experiments which cover a wide range of 
energies can be used without the use of differing detector corrections, which 
could affect the required signals. 
For this purpose, an emulsion stack of dimensions 16 xlO x 0.06 cm . 
exposed to a silicon beam of energy 14.6 AGeV from the Alternating Gradient 
Synchrotron at Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL AGS) has been used. 
The stack was line scanned by two independent observers to increase the 
scanning efficiency. A total of 1107 interactions were picked up. To reduce the 
loss of tracks and to reduce the error in angle measurement, only 796 
interactions were picked up for the final analysis. In each event, particles 
emitted were classified as shower, grey, black and projectile fragments 
depending on the ionization power of the particle. Moreover, events were 
divided into different target groups: AgBr, CNO and H according to the 
standard emulsion terminology, that is, 
AgBr events: (i) Nf,>8 
(ii) Nh<8 and at least one track with range R< 10 fdm 
and no track with 10<R< 50 ixm . 
CNO events: 2< A^^ ^ 7 and no track with R< W fum. 
H events: (i) Nh = 0 
(ii) Nfj = I but not falling in above categories. 
In each event the space angle of each particle emitted from the collision 
vertex with respect to the forward direction of the primary beam was 
calculated using the expression: cosO == cosOp x cosG^. Op is the projected angle 
and Od the dip angle of each particle. Having measured the space angles of 
shower particles, the pseudorapidity (17 = -In tan 0/2) value of each particle 
was determined. 
The T] values of all the particles thus obtained were transformed into a 
cumulative variable X so as to reduce the effect of non-uniform density 
distribution. The non-uniformity of particle spectra influences the scaling 
behaviour of factorial moments. The corresponding region of investigation Ar\ 
in the new variable X then becomes 0 to 1. In terms of the variable X, the 
particle density p{X) is constant. The cumulative variable X(r\) is related to the 
single particle rapidity distribution as 
\p{^^)d^' 
X (71 ) = _ 1 i 
n 2 
where r]} and T]^  are the two extreme limits of the considered pseudorapidity 
range Ar\. The region (0-1) in X space was then divided into M bins, each of 
size cDC= 1/Mand the values of the scaled factorial moments were calculated. 
From our study of the scaled factorial moments of the pseudorapidity 
and azimuthal angle distributions of the secondary particles produced in 
silicon-emulsion collisions at 14.6 AGeV, a power law dependence of F^ on A/. 
that is, an intermittency pattern is observed in both the spaces. A similar trend 
is followed in the two dimensional space. The values of the intermittency 
indices ^q obtained from the slopes of the plots increase with the increase in q 
for all the three cases and the two dimensional (^ ^ are larger than the one 
dimensional (^ ^ for all values of ^. Further, the values of vf for both one and 
/ ri 
two dimensional phase spaces show an increase with the increase in q, which 
means that the factorial moments follow a generalized power law. 
On investigating the behaviour of X^ as a function of intermittency 
index ^q for various M ranges, a X^ minimum is observed in both the 
pseudorapidity and azimuthal spaces. This means that there is a certain value q 
= qc at which the multiparticle system behaves as a mixture of two states. On 
either side of this critical value, the multiparticle system behaves differently, 
which is an indication of non-thermal phase transition in the multiparticle 
production process in ^^Si-AgBr collisions at 14.6 AGeV. 
Moreover, on studying the two dimensional (n-< )^ ln<F2> versus InM 
plots with different values of Hurst exponent //, we found that the two 
dimensional second order factorial moment exhibits an upward bending as a 
function of partition of space. This upward bending, however, vanishes at / / = 
2.5 or 3.0. This means that only when we use the right value of//, that is, the 
proper partition along the longitudinal and perpendicular directions, in the 
analysis can the superposition of the contributions from the elementary 
collisions in the nucleus-nucleus collisions be correctly accounted for. A 
parameter 'a' is introduced to characterize the degree of upward bending. 
Using this parameter, it is found that the heavier are the colliding nuclei, the 
stronger is the upward bending, in consistence with the fact that the number of 
elementary collisions is larger for heavier colliding nuclei. If QGP is formed, 
then there will be no elementary collisions. This in turn will lead to vanishing 
of the superposition effect due to the contribution of elementary collisions in 
nucleus-nucleus collisions. Under such conditions, the upward bending in the 
two dimensional second order factorial moment plots is not likely to be seen. 
Thus study of the nuclear effect in nucleus-nucleus collisions could be used as 
another indirect test for QGP formation. 
We also studied the erraticity behaviour of multiparticle production 
process through the moment of moments Cp^q analysis. Erraticity measure is a 
capture of fluctuations that have been lost in the normalized factorial moments 
while averaging over all the bins and events. From this study we find that our 
data exhibit large fluctuations of factorial moments from event to event. A 
comparison of results on moment of moments Q.^ and other erraticity 
parameters with those obtained for the generated uncorrected events indicates 
that the contribution of the statistical fluctuations to the observed fluctuations 
in our data is very small. Further, a comparison of our results with those 
obtained for the FRITIOF events suggests that only a part of the observed 
fluctuations could be explained by the FRITIOF generator. There are 
additional fluctuations, which the FRITIOF generator fails to explain. At 
present we do not know what mechanism causes these fluctuations in heavy 
ion collisions. However, the method used in the present work is very effective 
in studying the non-statistical fluctuations in the event factorial moments in 
relativistic heavy ion collisions. 
The fact that the values of the entropy index for different samples of our 
data are positive and very large as compared to the values obtained for the 
generated uncorrelated events indicates that the multiparticle production in 
^^Si-emulsion collisions at 14.6 AGeV is chaotic in nature. 
On studying the erraticity of rapidity gaps, the method proposed for low 
multiplicity events, we observe that both the erraticity measures Sq and T^ 
deviate significantly from 1 for both the pseudorapidity and azimuthal angle 
spaces and that both Sq and Zq increase linearly with the increase in q. This 
means that significant event-to-event fluctuations are present in the 
multiparticle production in ^^Si- AgBr collisions at 14.6 AGeV. The values of 
erraticity measures obtained in the' present investigation would provide 
valuable input to fine tune various event generators. 
We also dealt with the non-statistical fluctuations in the angular 
distribution of target associated knockout protons. These particles are produced 
soon after the pions are produced and are believed to carry relevant 
information about the collision mechanism. By using the scaled factorial 
moment Fq and Takagi moment methods, fractal structures are observed in our 
data for both cosine and ^ spaces. This in turn reflects a self-similar behaviour 
in the production of target protons. The generalized dimension D^ and the 
multifractal specific heat *c' have been determined from both the analyses for 
both the spaces. Differences in the values of D, and c from the two methods 
used in our analyses are mainly due to the difference in the definitions of these 
moments. 
Finally, we conclude that moment analyses of particle density in one 
dimensional pseudorapidity space and two dimensional combined 
pseudorapidity - azimuthal angle space provide usefril information about the 
mechanism of multiparticle production process. Experiments at RHIC and 
LHC will provide us interacting systems with much higher energy densities 
and larger formation times. If then large fluctuations induced in particle 
densities from the phase transition from QGP to hadronic matter are observed, 
then the comparison of moment analyses at RHIC and LHC energies with 
those at AGS and SPS energies may provide us one of the signals needed to 
establish the existence of the phase transition to a QGP state. 
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CHAPTER I 
Introduction 
1.1 Historical background 
Experimental studies of heavy ion collisions at high energies were 
started in 1948 by Frier et al. [1] with the discovery of the presence of high 
energy heavy nuclei in the primary cosmic rays. Blau and Wambacher [2] were 
the first persons to study the interactions of cosmic rays in nuclear emulsion. 
Abraham et al [3], Andersson et al [4], Tsuzuld et al [5] and Jain et al [6] also 
studied the shower-particle production in cosmic ray collisions in nuclear 
emulsion. Initially these studies were carried out to determine the 
fragmentation cross-sections and the interaction mean free paths of the cosmic 
ray nuclei, required to understand the mechanism of interstellar propagation of 
cosmic rays. These studies provided some valuable results [7], but the 
experimental knowledge from these studies was limited and the reliability of 
the results remained always doubtful because cosmic rays provide low 
statistics (low intensity/flux) and the nature and energy of the primary nucleus 
taking part in the collision could be known only approximately. Hence it was 
difficult to disentangle information regarding the mechanism of multiparticle 
production hi higl^ i energy nuclear collisions. 
These problems, however, were overcome with the development of the 
giant particle accelerators. These huge machines with area of several square 
kilometers can accelerate the electrons, protons and other heavy nuclei until 
they travel nearly with the velocity of light. These subatomic 'bullets' when 
smashed into targets of nuclear materiah interact with protons and neutrons 
within targets and enable us to study the mechanism of multiparticle 
production in greater detail. 
Table 1.1 Various accelerator facilities operating at different laboratories. 
Accelerator 
Alemating Gradient 
Synchrotron 
(AGS) 
Super Protron 
Synchrotron 
(SPS) 
Alemating Gradient 
Synchrotron 
(AGS) 
Super Protron 
Synchrotron 
(SPS) 
Relativistic Heavy 
Ion Collider 
(RHIC) 
Large Hadron 
Collider 
(LHC) 
Location 
BNL 
CERN 
BNL 
CERN 
BNL 
CERN 
Projectile 
^«Si, '^0 
^^S, *^0 
'^'Au 
208pt^ 
•^^Au 
208pj^ 
Maximum 
Energy/nucleon 
(AGeV) 
14.6 
200 
10.6 
160 
100 
3000 
Operation 
1986 
1986 
1992 
1995 
1999 
2007 
It is worth mentioning that the first accelerator based fixed-energy 
heavy ion experiment was carried out in 1969 at Lawrence Berkeley 
Laboratory (LBL). Since then many more accelerator facilities at different 
laboratories have been developed. Some of the important accelerator facilities 
are listed in table LI. These accelerators can provide beams of any desired 
particle and nucleus with controlled energy. With these developments, interest 
in the study of high energy nuclear collisions has increased drastically. 
1.2 Relativistic heavy ion collisions 
In 1986, with the availability of heavy ion beams as heavy as ^^ Si at 
14.6 AGeV fi-om AGS at BNL and ^^ S at 200 AGeV fi-om SPS at CERN, a 
new interdisciplinary field emerged fi'om the traditional domains of nuclear 
and particle physics. Theoretical physics demonstrates that the collisions of 
these high energy nuclei with target material may provide us matter with high 
temperature (of the order of 10^  times the temperature of the core of the sun) 
and high energy density (of the order of 20 times the energy density of nuclear 
matter). This in turn may lead to a new phase of matter known as quark gluon 
plasma (QGP), which is expected to have existed in the early universe and be 
present in the heart of neutron stars. Neutron stars have high baryon density of 
the order of 10 times the nuclear density and QGP may exist there. Since the 
phenomenon in neutron stars is very difficult to observe, the recreation of QGP 
through relativistic heavy ion collisions may contribute to astrophysics as well. 
In the energy domain where relativity plays an important role, heavy ion 
collisions can be classified into two categories; relativistic heavy ion collisions 
and ultrarelativistic collisions. Collisions with center of mass energ>' range 
^fs < 50 GeV per nucleon have been referred to as relativistic hea\y ion 
collisions [8]. In such collisions, the formation of QGP is highly uncertain. 
However, the study of relativistic heavy ion collisions helps us in improving 
the accuracy of experimental data, to enlarge the variety of measured 
experimental characteristics and to accumulate data covering all aspects of 
particle production at different incident energies. Moreover, the study of these 
collisions allows us to make a comparative study of various observables such 
as impact parameter, multiplicity, particle ratio and fluctuations etc. at 
different energies and for different projectiles and targets, which in turn may 
be useful to have a thorough understanding of the background on which the 
signals regarding the QGP are expected to be found. 
On the other hand, collisions with center of mass energy V^> 50 GeV 
per nucleon are called as ultrarelativistic heavy ion collisions [8]. These 
collisions are most likely to create the QGP state in the laboratory at small 
impact parameter (near head-on collision). Estimates are now available for the 
energy density 'e ' that could be achieved in such collisions. While these 
estimates are optimistic, collisions of high multiplicity may be more favorable 
for the QGP formation, a line of investigation that has not been explored so 
for, it deserves both theoretical and experimental attention. 
1.3 Evolution of heavy ion collisions 
High energy heavy ion collisions proceed through a number of stages as 
shown systematically in Fig. 1.1. The two colliding nuclei appear in the center-
of -mass frame as two lorentz contracted pancakes with limited thickness ~ 1 
fin [9,10] and fly towards each other at v ~ c. In the first stage, the two nuclei 
penetrate each other such that the nucleons of two nuclei collide and a large 
amount of energy is transferred from the projectile to the collision region. This 
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Fig. 1.1 Schematic illustration of the different stages in a heavy ion collision. 
energy later on is converted into new particles. This stage lasts for about 3x10" 
^^ seconds and is short because of relativistic contraction [11] of the nuclei 
moving nearly at the speed of light. After the collision, the remains of the 
colliding nuclei move along their respective forward directions, while the 
central rapidity region is occupied by energy-rich and highly excited 
participant matter. The energy deposited in the central rapidity region is 
transformed into matter with very high energy density [12,13]. 
The quanta, which carry the energy deposited, can be in the form of 
quarks, anti-quarks and gluons but not the hadrons. This is because the 
conditions are not suitable for the hadron phase or we can say that hadrons 
cannot survive at such high energy density [10]. Initially, the system is in pre-
equilibrium state as the hard collisions among the quarks and gluons produce 
additional quarks and gluons. These newly produced quarks and gluons along 
with those present initially, undergo a cascade of further collisions. It is the 
presence of gluons that throws the system into an equilibrium condition. These 
gluons thermalize in less time than required for the nuclei to interpenetrate, 
sharing their energy equally among themselves. This process produces a quark 
gluon plasma state in local thermal equilibrium that lives long enough to 
generate the detectable signals [11]. 
This hot and dense phase (QGP) expands and cools rapidly with time, 
which lowers the de-confinement temperature and density so much so that the 
quarks and gluons condense into a gas of hadrons. The hadronization transition 
is expected to take place around 10 to 30 x 10""^  seconds after the nuclei begin 
to collide [11]. It is at this point that most of the produced particles come into 
existence. At this stage, the hadronic matter thus created is still highly excited. 
These hadrons scatter, causing fiirther expansion and cooling. This multiple 
scattering of hadrons tends to distribute the available energy equally among 
themselves. Eventually, the system may expand to very large dimensions (V ~ 
10'* - 10^  fin^) till freeze-out, that is, the interactions cease and the particles 
stream out freely without further disturbance [14]. The number of panicles at 
the end reflects the energy deposited in the collision and rises with the beam 
energy. The detection of a large number of particles thus produced requires 
sophisticated and ingenious detectors with high resolution. 
1.4 Signatures of QGP 
The identification of formation of QGP is a major experimental 
challenge for the high energy physicists. Ideally, experiments must show that 
some features of the data cannot be present in the absence of QGP. The 
difficulty is that if QGP is formed, it will exist only for a fraction of the 
evolution time, so how one can know the QGP is formed in a heavy ion 
interaction. Does it leave any fingerprints of its existence? A number of such 
signatures has been predicted and some of them are briefly described here. 
1.4,1 Direct photon production 
The production of direct photons has been emphasized as one of the 
most relevant probes to detect the existence of QGP while studying the 
dynamics of the ultrarelativistic heavy ion collisions [15-19]. Interactions 
amongst the quarks and gluons in the plasma state give rise to the production 
of direct photons through the following processes 
q + (f -^ y + g Annihilation process 
_ _> Compton process 
g + q ^ r + q \ 
Since photons interact electromagnetically and their mean free path is large 
compared to the size of the system formed in heavy ion collisions, they escape 
the colliding system virtually unaffected by the surrounding hadronic matter, 
that is, without re-scattering and thus carry information about the conditions 
and properties of the matter at the time of its production. 
Secondly, the emission rate of photons is a strongly increasing function 
of temperature. Therefore, most of the direct photons are produced at the early 
stage of the collision when the temperature and energy density have their 
largest values. This allows them to provide information about the early stage of 
the collision. These two facts make the direct photons unique spectators of the 
exotic state of matter created in heavy ion collisions, thus making them a 
potential signature of the QGP formation. 
1.4,2 J/4' suppression 
A striking signature of the QGP existence is the suppression of 
J / y ( cc ) . J/H' is formed in the scattering process of parton fusion such as 
qq~^ cc 
gg^cc 
In the de-confmement state, the interaction between the quarks is screened by 
the presence of other quarks, so quark bound states such as J/4^ cannot 
survive in the plasma. Bound states with larger radii are dissociated first, while 
the ones with smaller radii are dissociated later [20-22]. The observed y / ^ 
production is currently under intense theoretical and experimental study for 
finding whether it indicates QGP formation. Another test of this signature 
would be to see whether the upsilon (bb) production probability is little 
changed. However, data on upsilon production in heavy ion collisions will not 
be available until LHC becomes operational. This is because higher energy is 
required for upsilon production. 
1.4.3 Strangeness enhancement 
The strangeness may work as another good signal for QGP, as the 
strangeness content in hadron matter and quark-gluon plasma is different [23-
33]. In the nucleon-nucleon collisions, hadrons containing a strange quark are 
produced much less frequently than hadrons with light quarks (u and d). The 
formation of QGP should make it much easier to produce heavier strange 
quarks. Indeed, experiments at both SPS and AGS have observed a significant 
increase in the number of strange hadrons in nucleus-nucleus collisions in 
comparison to nucleon-nucleon collisions [34,35]. 
1.4.4 Fluctuations 
Non-statistical fluctuations are associated with critical phenomena in 
the vicinity of phase transition. Analysis of one JACEE event (Si-AgBr) by 
Bialas and Peschanski [36] has drawn the attention of the high energy 
physicists for using fluctuations in rapidity distribution as a probe to search the 
formation of QGP. 
A positive source of these fluctuations is known as turbulence and is 
now referred to as intermittency. Bialas and Peschanski [36] proposed that the 
particle production in a longitudinally expanding fluid of QGP has an 
underlying branching structure, which leads to clustering of particles in final 
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state. Therefore the fluctuations due to the branching structure can manifest in 
the form of sudden change in particle mukipHcity in small phase space 
windows. However, these fluctuations are very sensitive and may get 
intermingled with statistical ones, which demands an attention on the 
resolution of measurement system. 
The presence of non-statistical fluctuations in particle density is 
considered as a signal for phase transition. This is due to the fact that a dense 
medium has a long correlation length and at the critical point, this correlation 
length goes to infinity, resulting in divergent fluctuations in density. Such 
critical fluctuations can only be seen in individual events where the 
multiplicity is large enough [37-39]. 
1.5 Nuclear fragmentation 
Various high-energy groups have already observed that the projectile 
and target fragmentation products in nuclear collisions are well separated on 
the pseudo-rapidity plot, thereby indicating that one should be able to observe 
the pure projectile and pure target fragmentation reactions. Experimental 
results on nucleus-nucleus collisions at different energies [40] have shown that 
the modes of fragmentation are independent of the mass of the target nucleus. 
With the help of these experiments, one can interpret the data in terms of high-
energy concepts of limiting fragmentation. In the limiting fragmentation, the 
distribution of the products in the rest frame of projectile or target, approaches 
a limiting value as the incident energy increases, that is, the fragmentation 
distribution remains constant with increasing energy. 
The information on projectile fragmentation could be accumulated from 
the single inclusive reaction. In a single particle inclusive reaction. 
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P + T^F + X. 
where P and T are the projectile and target nuclei, F is the detected (single) 
fragment and A'refers to all other undetected reaction products. Consequently, 
the cross-section for the production of any particular projectile fragment may 
be written as a product of a factor rj-(depending only on the target mass) and a 
factor r / (depending on the masses of the projectile and fragment) [41], that 
is, 
f F 
Similarly, to describe the target fragmentation, the projectile and target 
may be interchanged. Jaros et al. [42], Westfall et al. [43] and Chernov et al. 
[44] have made the calculations for GBT and it has been suggested that a study 
of projectile and target fragmentation process, gives a lot of information 
regarding the nuclear structure. 
1.6 Classification of nucleus-nucleus collisions 
In terms of geometry, the characteristics of nucleus-nucleus collisions at 
relativistic energies are determined by the size of the impact parameter. Heavy 
ion collisions can be classified into three different categories: peripheral, 
quasi-central, and central collisions. Fig. 1.2 shows that the characteristic 
features of heavy ion reactions at relativistic energies depend sensitively on the 
value of the impact parameter of collisions. 
If A"/ and ri are the radii of the two colliding nuclei and b is the impact 
parameter, then h ^ (ri + r?) for peripheral collisions. (/-/ + r^) > b> \{ri -r2)\ 
for quasi-central collisions and 0 < A < \{ri - /':)| for central collisions. 
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Fig. 1.2 A schematic outline of pseuciorapidity distributions in iieavy ion 
collisions ai hiuli enerav. 
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In the peripheral collisions, the centres of the two colliding nuclei are well 
separated. This allows only a small momentum transfer between the two 
nuclei. In these so-called peripheral collisions, one or both of the nuclei 
disintegrate through a fragmentation process leading to the observation of 
projectile nucleus and target nucleus fragments. The characteristics of the 
emitted fragments are determined by the intrinsic fermi momentum 
distribution of nucleons within the fragmenting nuclei [45]. These processes 
are illustrated in Fig. 1.2a by the pseudo-rapidity distribution of projectile 
fragments (PF) and target nucleus fragments (TF), which are well separated at 
relativistic energies. The projectile fragments are emitted within a narrow cone 
around the beam direction, while the target fragments are nearly isotropically 
distributed in the laboratory frame. 
When a nucleon is no longer a spectator, but participates in the reaction, it 
is scattered into the rapidity space between the projectile fragmentation region 
and target fragmentation region. Such collision may be either quasi-central or 
central type. Therefore in both quasi-central collisions and central collisions, 
the projectile and target nuclei are close to each other. However, in the central 
collisions both the nuclei overlap totally and the inipact parameter could reach 
even zero value (Fig. 1.2b and Fig. 1.2c). The difference between the two types 
could be understood on the basis of number of nucleons taking part in the 
reaction. In both cases, the whole of the kinamatically allowed rapidity space is 
available for the produced particles, the difference being in the degree of 
population of the central region. 
In the central collisions, which are more violent and complex, we expect 
almost complete extinction of projectile fragments for r; < r ,^ that is, projectile 
nucleus fragmentation process is forbidden and the rapidity space available for 
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the produced particles is almost limited between the projectile fragmentation 
region and target fragmentation region (Fig. 1.2c). In case the sizes of the 
interacting nuclei are comparable, the cross section for the total overlapping 
will be very small [46]. In the extreme case, when Vj = r ,^ the probability for 
the central collisions becomes zero. This indicates that a strict geometrical 
definition of central collisions is not appropriate. In fact, we do not have any 
strict defmition for the centrality of collisions. 
1.7 Organization of thesis 
The main motivation behind the study of relativistic heavy ion 
coWisions is to investigate the properties of hot, dense and strongty interacting 
matter experimentally [47]. Although this field has seen a lot of activity during 
the last decade, no consensus could be built till date. It has, however, been 
demonstrated that in order to find unambiguous signals regarding the processes 
involved in such relativistic collisions, it is essential to have a clear 
understanding of the multiparticle production and fragmentation processes in 
these collisions. 
Studies of multiparticle production in relativistic heavy ion collisions 
are mainly carried out using the counter and emulsion techniques. The counter 
technique has an advantage of homogenous nature of the target material over 
the emulsion technique, thereby allowing one to study the dependence of 
different parameters on the target mass. However, this technique has a basic 
drawback of missing the large angle secondaries. On the other hand, the 
nuclear emulsion technique is considered a preferable one because of its wide 
range of sensitivity and high spatial resolution. Further, the same projectile-
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target systems can be studied at different available energies with identical 
detectors. 
It has been suggested that the strongly interacting matter at the energy 
densities produced in heax'y ion collisions may undergo a phase transition to 
quark-gluon plasma [48]. Such a phase transition could produce large 
fluctuations in phase space, which may leave as a signature, large fluctuations 
in the measured particle densities [49,50]. In order to disentangle information 
regarding these dynamical fluctuations in particle densities, various methods of 
analysis such as F^-moment, G^-moment, Takagi-moment etc. have been 
developed. In the present investigation, these methods have been used to study 
fluctuations in the density of charged particles produced in collisions of 14.6 
AGeV silicon nuclei in nuclear emulsion. 
The second chapter of the thesis describes the details of the technique 
used. The scanning procedure, mechanism of track formation, various track 
parameters and their measurement are discussed. Besides, some theoretical 
models and event generators have also been described. 
In chapter III, the fluctuations in the density of charged particles 
produced in Si-AgBr collisions at 14.6 AGeV are studied by means of the 
normalized factorial moments Fq. The power law dependence of Fq on the bin 
size is known as intermittency [36]. The intermittency like fluctuations have 
been studied in the pseudorapidity space, in the azimuthai space and in the two 
dimensional {r{-<^) space. The values of the intermittency indices c^^ for all the 
three cases have been determined. The (^^ values quantify the behaviour of the 
factorial moments which is of more interest than the actual magnitude of the 
moments. 
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It has been emphasized that the self-similar cascade mechanism in the 
multiparticle production is not consistent with one phase, but requires a non-
thermal phase transition [51]. The behaviour of the function Xq that quantifies 
this phase transition has been studied for our data. Moreover, the behaviour of 
two dimensional factorial moments <F2> as a function of phase space bin 
number M has also been investigated in order to throw some light on the 
superposition effect of the contributions from the elementary collisions in 
nucleus-nucleus collisions. 
In chapter IV, event-to-event fluctuations in the densities of particles 
produced in ^*Si-AgBr and ^^Si-CNO collisions at 14.6 AGeV have been 
studied using a new observable Cp,,, the pth order moment of the normalized 
qth order factorial moment. The power law dependence of Cp^g on the number 
of bins M is refenred to as erraticity [38,39]. Cp^g moments can probe the 
dynamics more deeply than the conventional observables such as multiplicity 
distribution and the normalized factorial moments. Therefore the behaviour of 
Cp^q moments as a function of A/has been investigated for different values of/? 
and q. Various parameters that describe the spatial pattern of the final states of 
multiparticle production have been determined for our data so as to provide 
some valuable input for the models of multiparticle production. 
In order to find the contribution of statistical fluctuations to those 
observed in our data, the behaviour of Q,,^  moments as a function of number of 
bins M has been studied for uncorrelated generated events also. These events 
are generated with the help of random number generator and FRITIOF event 
generator. The event-to-event fluctuations in our data have also been studied 
using another method, namely the erraticity of rapidity gaps. This method has 
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recently been proposed by R.C. Hwa [52] to study the event-to-event 
fluctuations in low multiplicity collisions. 
In chapter V, the non-statistical fluctuations in the angular distribution 
of target-associated knockout protons (grey particles) produced in ^^Si-AgBr 
collisions at 14.6 AGeV are studied. Since both the shower and grey particles 
are produced in the first stage of the collision, it is speculated that the grey 
particles may also cany some important information on the spatial patterns 
from event-to-event. Moreover, the study of these particles will not only 
provide a unified description of the whole production process, but will also 
provide an additional parameter to understand the dynamics of particle-
production-process. 
Using the two most widely used methodologies, namely the scaled 
factorial moment method and Takagi method, the fluctuations in the 
distribution of grey particles have been studied in cosQ and azimuthal angle 
spaces. Values of the parameters that quantify the scaling behaviour have been 
calculated for both the spaces. Also the values of the generalized dimensions 
'Dg' and multifractal specific heat 'c', which are the consequences of fractal 
structure, have been determined for both the spaces. 
Finally in chapter VI, we give a brief summary of the results obtained in 
the present investigation and draw various conclusions. 
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Experimental technique 
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2.1 Introduction 
Photographic emulsion is a versatile instrument used for the detection of 
nuclear particles. It is capable not only of counting particles, but of giving 
precise information concerning their mass, energy and their modes of 
interaction and decay. In nuclear emulsion, as in bubble chamber the tracks of 
particles are visible and can be observed in detail. The emulsion is a 
continuously sensitive detector, able to record and store the information 
gathered over extended periods after the development. Moreover, rare events 
can be detected even in the presence of high background. The complete history 
of particles, from their production to their end through decay, interaction or 
\oss oi energy hy ionization can be seen by rneans of traces reccfrded in ibe 
emulsions and precise measurements can be made. The computer aided 
scanning has substantially enhanced the analyzing power of this technique. 
The composition of the nuclear emulsion is heterogeneous. It consists of 
three basic components: (a) silver halide, mainly bromide with small 
admixture of iodine, (b) gelatine and glycerin and (c) water. The glycerin is 
incorporated as a plasticizer to avoid the brittleness. In the overall 
composition, the percentage of the three groups is such that about 71% of the 
collisions occur with heavy nuclei group, AgBr with average atomic mass 94, 
25% with light nuclei group CNO with average atomic mass < A > = 14 and 
only 3.5% with hydrogen nuclei with average atomic mass 1 for p-emulsion 
collisions [1]. However, for nucleus-nucleus collisions, these numbers change 
with the mass of the projectile. In the present case, about 47% of the collisions 
are with AgBr group, 33% with CNO and 20% with H targets. 
When a particle of charge Ze and mass M traverses a medium of atomic 
number z and mass number A. it excites and ionizes the atoms of the medium 
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due to coulomb interactions. This results in the loss of energy of the incident 
particle. The rate of energy loss dE per unit length dx traversed is given by the 
Bethe formula: 
2 ' r 2 „ 4 
-dE An'Z'e 
dx m^v A 
N z< In 
Im^v 
ni-pn - / 3 -c , (2.1) 
where minus sign means the loss of energy, v is the velocity of the incident 
particle, p = v/c, N is the number density of the medium, / is the ionization 
potential of the stopping material and m^  is the mass of the electron. Q is the 
correction factor in case the velocity of the incident particle is comparable with 
that of the k-shell electron. 
For a heterogeneous medium like emulsion, the above relation is modified to 
-dE An'Z'e 2'7 2„4 
dx mv^A I^ . Z,<! In - P - Q (2.2) 
where h is the mean ionization potential of the medium. From the above 
relation, it is clear that the energy loss is directly proportional to the charge 
(Ze) of the incident particle, that is, only charged particles can be detected. 
Secondly the energy loss is inversely proportional to the square of the velocity 
of the incident particle, thereby indicating that as the velocity of the particle 
increases, the energy loss decreases or vice versa. Further, the logarithmic term 
varies slowly with velocity. However, the energy loss is independent of the 
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mass of the particle. Almost all the energy of a charged particle is lost through 
the ionization process while traversing through emulsion. 
2.2 Advantages and disadvantages of nuclear emulsion 
Because of the small size (-0.6 ^un) of the developed grains of 
photographic material, the most important feature of the nuclear emulsion is its 
high spatial resolution. Particles going out closely can be easily separated. 
Secondly, it maintains a permanent record of the event. Interactions could also 
be studied after long time. Also, one can carry out event-by-event analysis in 
emulsion. Moreover, nuclear emulsion has a high stopping power, about 1700 
times the stopping power of standard air. Particles, which might escape from 
the sensitive volume of a less dense medium, are quickly brought to rest in 
emulsion, where they can decay at their leisure. Muons decaying with a mean 
lifetime of 10"^  seconds and hyper-fragments with a mean life of 10"^ ^ seconds 
are easily detected. Through these properties, the use of nuclear emulsions has 
led to the discovery of many unstable particles and has contributed greatly to 
the analysis of their properties and behaviour. 
Besides these advantages, the nuclear emulsion has some disadvantages 
also. In emulsion, the target identification and charge identification of different 
particles are not precise. These are considered as the main drawbacks of the 
emulsion. Also, the data collection is time consuming. A special dark room is 
required for the handling of emulsion. Shielding from the background radiation 
is necessary. In addition to this, low temperatures are required, so that the 
emulsions maintain their shape and rigidity. They must be kept at a 
temperature well below the melting point of gelatine, which is about 45"C. 
Moreover, at energies ~ 200 AGeV, the measurements become tedious. 
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2.3 Mechanism of track formation in emulsion 
Photographic emulsion consists of grains of silver halide (AgBr), 
dispersed in gelatine. When a charged particle passes through nuclear 
emulsion, it interacts with the silver halide grains. This leads to the ionization 
of silver atoms and thereby the formation of latent image along the path of 
particle takes place. In other words, some of the halide grains are modified in 
such a way that on immersing the stack in a reducing bath called the developer, 
they are turned into black dots. The series of such black dots form the track of 
the particle. This is also called the signature of the particle, as it contains 
information about its mass, charge and energy. The mechanism by which the 
ionization of some of the atoms in AgBi grains can lead to the formation of the 
silver specks, which constitutes the latent image, was first explained by 
Gumey and Mott [2,3]. 
The chemical development process is considered to be a continuation of 
the process whereby the latent image is formed. Photographic developers are 
weak reducing agents, which require the presence of silver specks for their 
action. Electrons are transferred from the molecules of developer to the latent 
image; interstitial silver ions are then attracted from the body of the crystal and 
deposited on the latent image speck. 
After the development, the emulsion is put in a fixer. The fixer 
dissolves all the undeveloped grains, but leaves the developed ones unaffected. 
Due to the removal of undeveloped grains, the thickness of the emulsion gets 
reduced. This is called the shrinkage and it has to be taken into account while 
making the calculations. After fixing, the emulsion is washed and then dried. 
The array of the developed black grains forms the track of the charged particle. 
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2.4 Scanning 
The process of searching the position of collisions (events) in the 
emulsion pellicles Is called the scanning. The scanning is generally done in 
two ways: (i) area scanning and (ii) line scanning. 
2.4.1 Area scanning 
Area scanning of an emulsion pellicle involves searching for events 
microscopically through a given volume of emulsion, field-of-view by field-of-
view. Each field of view is scanned throughout its depth, from one surface to 
other, by rolling the fine focus of control (z-motion of the microscope). The 
fields may be overlapping, so as to leave no gaps. The area scanning is useful 
when the primary particles enter the pellicle over a wide solid angle; when 
they have a wide spread; when a population of certain easily noticed events is 
wanted. 
Area scanning is considered faster than line scanning. However, the 
principal disadvantage of this scanning is the bias against the events with less 
number of prongs and against some directions of emission of secondary 
particles. When the area scanning is performed, these inefficiencies must be 
taken into account and corrected for. 
2.4.2 Line scanning 
This is the other mode of scanning carried out along the tracks. The line 
scanning is carried out, when a parallel beam of charged particles is showered 
on the emulsion stack, nearly parallel to the surface of the emulsion, such that 
the beam particles enter the leading edge, perpendicular to it and leave the 
opposite edge. By scanning across the beam direction near the leading edge, 
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the primary track is picked up on the scan line as it enters the stack and 
followed until the particle is found to interact or to leave the emulsion. The 
track is examined before picking it up to ensure that it does not interact before 
the scan line. This technique permits efficient study of the events occurring in 
flight and of small events both in flight and at rest. The line scanning is 
effective in the following conditions of exposure: 
(i) The flux of the beam is not dense and it spreads up throughout the 
leading edge. 
(ii) The available length for the traversal of the beam is large; that is, the 
beam does not dip much. 
2.5 Track parameters and their measurements 
2.5.1 Ionization 
This is an important parameter used frequently in the emulsion 
technique. It can give information regarding the velocity and charge of a 
particle. Ionization caused by a charged particle may be estimated by 
measuring various quantities such as (i) grain density (ii) blob density (iii) blob 
and gap densities and (iv) delta ray density. 
2.5.2 Grain density 
The track of a particle in emulsion appears as small black trails of silver 
grains. The number of these black dots per unit path length is termed as grain 
density, which is found to be a reliable parameter for estimating the ionization 
caused by the particle. However, the grain density g in the track depends on the 
degree of development of the emulsion. To avoid the error, it is therefore 
necessary to determine the ratio g* (relative grain densit>') of the observed 
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grain density g to the corresponding value of go, the minimum ionization 
caused by a relatlvlstic singly charged particle over the same length in the 
same emulsion. The grain density g* is proportional to the ionization loss per 
unit length, that is, 
dN dE Z^ 
CC OC 
dr dx p 
For singly charged particles Z = 7. Therefore, 
\ 
P 
Hence, the measurement of grain density gives some idea about the velocity of 
the particle. 
g or-^cc —;^oc -^f{p) (2.3) 
g* ° ^ ^ 7 T / ( P ) - (2.4) 
2.5.3 Blob density 
If the velocity of the particle is not too large, some of the grains in the 
track are clogged together to form blobs (compact groups of grains). The grain 
counting on such a track is difficult because the true number of grains is 
uncertain and may become the principal reason for the subjective error. In such 
circumstances, the number of individually resolved blobs is counted without 
estimating the number of grains in the clusters. The value of ionization [4] in 
such case is given by 
B=gexp.(-ag), (2.5) 
where B is the blob density, g is the grain density and a (-0.6 - 0,9jum) is a 
parameter depending largely on the average grain size and optical resolution of 
microscope. 
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2.5.4 Blob and gap density 
When the velocity of the particle is small, the grains are frequently 
formed in clusters and the counting becomes really very difficult. In such 
cases, the blob and gap method [5-7] is used for estimating the ionization. The 
blob is a cluster of grains with no gap and the gap is defined as the distance 
between the edges of successive blobs. 
The method is based on the fact that gap lengths have an exponential 
frequency distribution for widely different values of specific ionization. The 
density H of the gaps exceeding length L and blob density B are related as 
H = Bexp.(-gL), (2.6) 
where H and B are obtained from their density per unit length. It was shown by 
Fowler and Perkins [4] that the coefficient g of the exponential is a good 
measure of the ionization of the track. The value of g can be determined from 
the equation 
L,2 l>i 
^/ / .^ 
\^2J 
(2.7) 
where /// and H2 are the number of gaps of length exceeding Lj and L2 per unit 
length of the track. 
2.5.5 Delta ray density 
When a charged particle traverses a medium, it loses a very small 
fraction of energy rf < 5 KeV \n a single collision with an atomic electron. 
However, the collision in which the loss of energ)' is greater than the critical 
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value (r} ^5 KeV), results in the formation of 6-rays. The electrons, which take 
up these large energy losses, have ranges sufficient to carry them through 
several crystals, ionizing as they travel. The result is a series of short tracks 
called 6-rays, branching out from the main track. Thus 5-ray is another source 
of information concerning the identity and velocity of the moving particle. The 
number of collisions in which the energy transfer ?] > 5 KeV (delta ray density) 
is 
The 8-ray density is generally used in identifying the particles of projectile 
fragments. The 5-ray density depends on the criteria adopted to define a 8-ray. 
Usually a minimum length or a minimum total grain count (four grains in a 
row) is specified. 
2.6 Classification of secondary particles 
Secondary particles associated with each interaction are classified by 
determining their energy loss in the emulsion medium, that is, by calculating 
their grain density over a certain length (~100 p.m). The normalized grain 
density is defined as g* = g/go, where g is the observed grain density and go is 
the minimum ionization caused by the relativistic singly charged particles such 
as electrons or protons over the same length. Therefore particles in an event are 
classified into the following categories in accordance with the standard 
emulsion terminology. 
• Singly charged particles with relative ionization g/g,, < 1.4. This 
ionization cut corresponds to particle velocities p > 0.7. These particles 
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include produced particles and protons from the colliding nuclei having 
energies greater than 400 MeV. These are called shower particles or 
relativistic charged particles and their number is denoted by w^ . 
• Singly charged particles with relative ionization 1.4 < g/go < 10 and 
range in emulsion L > Smm. This corresponds to velocities in the interval 
0.23 < p< 0.7. These particles are mainly protons from the target having 
energies in the range (26 - 400) Me V. These are called grey particles and 
their number is denoted by rig. 
• Particles with relative ionization g/go > JO and the range L < Smm. These 
are the spectator target protons with energies less than 26 MeV and multi-
charged target fragments. These are called black particles and their 
number is denoted by n .^ The grey and black particles are together termed 
as heavy particles and are represented as Nh = ng + rib 
• Multi-charged relativistic particles. These are solely projectile fragments 
with nearly the same energy per nucleon as that of the projectile. Their 
number is denoted by «/. These particles are emitted within a narrow cone 
around the beam direction. 
2.7 Angle measurements 
2,7.1 Projected angle 
To measure the space angle of a particle with respect to the primary 
direction, its projected angle in the X-Y plane with respect to the primary 
direction is measured. The projected angle can be measured directly with the 
help of a goniometer having least count of 0.25° under high magnification. The 
vertex of the collision is focused at the center of scale of the goniometer. The 
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track of the primary particle is aligned with the reference line of scale. Now the 
tracks of the secondary particles are aligned one by one with the reference line 
and the goneometer reading is taken for the projected angle Qp with respect to 
the forward direction of primary particle. 
2.7.2 Dip angle 
This is the angle between the direction of emitted particle with the X-Y 
plane. If Az is the difference at two points on the track separated by a distance 
Ax, then the angle 
ed = tan^(Az/A;^, (2.9) 
is the dip angle of the track. Since the thickness of the emulsion stack gets 
reduced after the fixation (shrinkage), the dip angle is generally written as. 
Od = tan^(S.F x Az/Axl, (2.10) 
where S.F is the shrinkage factor. 
2.7.3 Space angle 
Once the projected angle % and dip angle 0^ are known, one can easily 
determine the space angle using the expression 
cos 6s = cos Op X cos Od (2.11) 
When the angular separation between the tracks in the forward cone is 
very small, it is difficult to measure the Op and 0^ directly due to the 
overlapping of tracks. In such cases, the co-ordinate method is used. According 
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to this method, the emission angle of each secondary track is measured by 
taking the co-ordinates (Xo, Yo, Zo) of the collision vertex, co-ordinates (Xj, 
Yi, Z]) at the end of the linear portion of the secondary track and the co-
ordinates (X„ Y„ Z,) of one point on the incident beam. 
2.7.4 Azimuthal angle 
This is the angle of projection of the secondary track in the Y-Z plane 
with respect to the Y-axis. The azimuthal angle is determined using the 
projected angle Op and dip angle ft/. The azimuthal angle can also be 
determined by measuring the co-ordinates of the three points as mentioned 
above. 
2.8 Rapidity variable 
One of the most important variables used frequently to study the angular 
distribution of the charged particles produced in the relativistic heavy ion 
collisions is the rapidity variable. It is defined as 
2 E - PL 
(2.12) 
where E and pi are the total energy and longitudinal momentum of the 
outgoing particle respectively. However, it is quite tedious to determine the 
value of this variable for every particle because both energy as well as 
momentum are to be determined. In order to make it workable, an 
approximation, that is, the mass of a particle is negligible in comparison to its 
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momentum is made. This approximation is valid at high energies only and it 
leads to a new variable known as pseudo-rapidity variable 'i]' 
rf= -In tan y^, (2.13) 
where d is the space angle of the secondary particle with respect to the incident 
direction of the primary particle. The transformation from Y\.or\ can be readily 
obtained in the following way. 
2 
E + PL 
.^ - PI. 
= ln 
= In E + P, 
The relativistic expression for the total energy is 
or Ef -^p^ + mo for c^ I 
At very high velocities, p» nio- under this approximation, one can write E = p. 
It is because of this change that Kgoes to r}. Therefore, 
T] = In 
= In 
= In 
P + PL 
[{p'~plf\ 
p + p cos 0 
[{pi^ Pi-piy^-_ 
p ( l + cos 6 
Pl 
) ~ 
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= In 
= ln 
1 + cos g 
sin 6 
2 cos ^ ^ 
2 sin ^ cos ^ ^ 
= In cot ^X 
or 7] = -Intan ^ 
The physical significance of the minus sign is that with the increasing angle, 77 
decreases. The advantage of using the rapidity variable is that it is an additive 
quantity, that is, the results in one frame of reference can be readily 
transformed into other frame using the relation 
^Lab ~ ^CM "*" ^Boost 
(2.14) 
where Y Boost = l l n 
2 
1+ ^ 
1 - ^ 
2,9 Present experiment 
In the present investigation, an emulsion stack of dimensions 16 xlO x 
0.06 cm ,^ exposed to a silicon beam of energy 14.6 AGeV from the Alternating 
Gradient Synchrotron (AGS) at Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL), USA 
has been used. The tracks were picked up at 4mm from the entrance side of the 
stack and were followed backward in order to ensure that they are not 
secondary tracks. All the tracks thus picked up were then followed until they 
interacted or left the stack. Scanning was carried out through line scanning 
with almost 100 percent efficiency. A total of 1107 interactions (inelastic) of 
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silicon were picked up by following 12258.8 cm of the primary track length 
leading to a mean free path A = 11.07 ± 0.48 cm. Out of these, interactions 
that were within 20 j^m from the top or bottom surface of the emulsion pellicle, 
were not considered for the final analysis. Moreover, collisions caused by 
primaries making an angle greater than 2° with the mean beam direction were 
not recorded. In this way, 796 interactions were picked up for the final 
analysis. 
Events were divided into different target groups: H, CNO and AgBr 
according to the standard emulsion criteria. Usually events with Nf, < I are 
classified as collisions with hydrogen (AT ~ i\ events with 2 < Nn < 7 as 
collisions with light nuclei (<^7> =14) and events Wi'Cn N^ ^ 8 as collisions 
with heavy nuclei {<AT> = 94). In this method the separation of events (A^ ;, > 
8) for AgBr target events is quite accurate in the sample, but in Nh< 7 events, 
there is an admixture of CNO target events and peripheral AgBr target events. 
To overcome this, the following criteria have been adopted for target 
identification: 
AgBr events: (i) Nh>8 
(ii) Nh< 8 and at least one track with range R < 10 fum 
and no track with 10 <R <50 ^xm . 
CNO events: 2<Nh<7 and no track with R< 10 ^xm. 
H events: (i) Nh = 0 
(ii) Nh = } but not falling in above categories. 
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In each event the space angles of emission of all particles emitted from 
the collision vertex were measured under high magnification. To measure the 
space angle of a particle with respect to the primary, its projected angle (Op) in 
the X-Y plane with respect to the X-direction was measured with the help of a 
goniometer having a least count of 0.25° under lOOOx magnification. 
The dip angle {6^) of each particle was calculated using the relation: 
tanOd = (SF x AZ)/AX, where SF is the shrinkage factor of the emulsion, AZ is 
the difference between the z-coordinate at two points on the track of the 
particle separated by a distance AX. Knowing the projected angle and dip 
angle, the space angle of each particle was calculated using the expression: 
cosd = cosOp X cosOd. Having measured the space angles of shower particles, 
the pseudorapidity (TJ = -In tan 0/2) of each particle was determined. The 
accuracy in the measurement of space angle was ~1 mrad and the 
corresponding accuracy in the calculation of pseudorapidity was -- 0.1 unit. 
At high energy, most of the shower particles lie in a narrow forward 
cone. These shower particles travel a large distance in an emulsion plate before 
crossing over to the adjacent plate. Tracks of all shower particles were 
followed over a large distance so that the double tracks, if any, were resolved. 
However, double tracks emitted with large dip angles have small projected 
lengths and thus it is difficult to resolve them. But the number of shower tracks 
having small projected lengths is small and therefore, the number of double 
tracks having small projected lengths is even smaller. 
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2.10 Models of nucleus-nucleus collisions 
Since the search for the signatures of phase transition is extremely 
compUcated and ambiguous, it is necessary to learn whether the proper 
conditions needed for the phase transition do really occur. Therefore, to study 
the reaction mechanism and to find out how the parameters of the system 
behave during the multi-particle production in the relativistic heavy ion 
collisions, various models have been proposed [8-20] so as to explain the 
experimental results. Besides, some event generators (simulations) have also 
been introduced. All these event generators assume no QGP formation and 
help in estimating the background signals. Some of these models and event 
generators are briefly described here. 
2.10.1 Fireball model 
The fireball model [21,22] is the most simple and promising model and 
shows a good agreement with the experimental data. In this model, the 
collision between two heavy ions is described as a tAvo-step process. In the first 
step (10' seconds), both the projectile and target are assumed to make a clean 
cylindrical cut through each other (Fig 2.1). The projectile participants are 
assumed to transfer all their momentum to the effective center-of-mass system 
of all the participant nucleons forming a fireball, which moves forward in the 
laboratory frame at velocity between those of the target and projectile. This 
picture is referred to as nucleon fireball model and the three regions produced 
are the participant region, projectile spectator region and target spectator 
region. The energy density in the fireball is extremely high and consequently 
may be treated as an ideal gas, whose properties may be determined by the 
laws of thermodynamics. The fireball subsequently expands isotropically. 
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Fig. 2.1 Primary and secondar>' stages of two colliding nuclei in Fireball 
model. Parts A and B are the participants. Parts A' and B' are 
the spectators. 
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If At and Ap {Ap ^ Zp + Np, where Zp is the number of protons and Np the 
number of neutrons) are the number of nucleons in the target and projectile, the 
geometrical cross section is given by 
a =Kr,'\^Ap + A^^' j , (2.15) 
where r^ = 1.0 - \2fm. If a proton inside the projectile hits the target, It falls 
in the participant group, otherwise remains as a spectator. The average number 
of participant protons from the projectile nucleus is given as [23,24] 
{2^j) = 
2 Z^TTTo A; K 
a 
2,AY' 
x^ ,y^' A^ + A 
Similarly, the average number of target participants is 
{zr)= -^'^' 
A'^ + A/^ 
The total number of participant protons Z^^ is thus given by 
ypart _ I ry pcu-t\ I ry part 
(2.16) 
Z.AY^ 
r (2.17) 
A{' -f Af^ 
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Similarly, the total number of target and projectile spectators are respectively 
given by 
ry prop spec ry j y part \ 
zA AY"" ^ 1 AY^A'/'' 
p\ p p 
AY' + AY 
(2.19) 
ytcB-lspec ry I y part \ 
AY + AY 
(2.20) 
The advantage of this model is its simplicity and non-involvement of the 
adjustable parameters. This model works nicely at low and medium energies. 
2.10.2 Hydrodynamical models 
Another type of models, which have been developed to describe the 
nucleus-nucleus collisions are the Hydrodynamical models [25,26]. These 
models assume that the mean free path for the interaction of a particle in a 
system is much less than the size of the system. In these models, when the two 
colliding nuclei collide, they instantaneously merge together, coming to 
equilibrium in the form of a drop of nuclear fluid. The characteristics of the 
resulting nuclear fluid are governed by the standard laws of thermodynamics. 
Generally these models consider two nuclear fluids corresponding to the 
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projectile and target nuclei. The behaviour of each of these fluids is determined 
by the fluid dynamics, conservation equations for nucleon number, energy and 
momentum. 
The validity of the fluid model is subject to two constraints: 
i) The collision must last for a sufficiently long time so that the local 
equilibrium is allowed to set in. 
ii) The interaction strength between the two colliding nuclei must be 
large so that the formation of a single fluid droplet is ensured. 
The resulting fluid drop corresponding to the projectile and target nuclei is the 
main source [27] of the secondary particles produced in the collision. 
2.10.3 Wounded nucleon model 
Wounded nucleon model is considered as one of the simplest models for 
explaining the phenomenon of multiparticle production in nuclear collisions. 
This model takes into account the total number of relativistic charged particles 
to determine the number of wounded nucleons W. 
The particle multiplicity in nucleus-nucleus collisions at a given energy 
is given by 
n^=-lVxn^^(E)^ (2.21) 
where rtpp is the number of particles produced at the same energy in pp 
collisions. W is the number of wounded nucleons and it depends on the nuclear 
radius, density and impact parameter [28.29]. The number of wounded 
nucleons in a nuclear collision is given by the relation [28] 
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^NP ' ^^T W = A,^^^ + A , ^ ^ = W,+W,^ (2.22) 
U p-r \J p-p 
where a^ T^  is the total inelastic hadronic cross-section for the projectile nucleus 
interacting with the target nucleus, o ^^p and <ym- a^e the corresponding 
nucleon-nucleus cross-sections. Ap and Aj are the mass numbers of two 
interacting nuclei respectively. The first term in equation 2.24 represents the 
number of wounded target nucleons Wj and the second one the number of 
projectile wounded nucleons Wp [30]. 
In the central nucleus-nucleus collisions, the number of total wounded 
nucleons is determined with the help of the maximum impact parameter. The 
value of bmax for the central nucleus-nucleus collisions may be estimated by the 
expression 
a = nb^ = —^ i^Ji^ CT 
^ par '^^max w ^ pt 
(2.23) 
tola! 
where A^^^ ,^™, is the number of central collisions from a sample of 7^ ,^ ,^ ^ events. 
^latai >s obtained from a minimum bias scan of emulsions. The wounded 
nucleon model predicts that the cross-section for the excited nucleons due to 
various interactions is assumed to be the same as that for the unexcited ones. 
The number of target and projectile interactions may be estimated as 
Vj - Aj (2.24) 
and ^p ~ ^p (2.25) 
^ NP 
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Further the total number of interactions caused by the projectile nucleons with 
the target nucleons may be obtained from the relation 
V = W pVj = Wj-Vp (2.26) 
It has been reported [29-31] that the predictions of wounded nucleon model are 
quite compatible with results obtained for experimental as well as FRITIOF 
data at SPS energies. 
2.10.4 Bjorken model 
This model is also called as inside outside cascade model of nuclear 
collisions [32]. In this model, it is assumed that the two nuclei collide at time / 
= 0, then at some time later, /, the system can be seen as composed of separate 
projectile and target remnant regions, with a cylinder of hot material stretching 
between them. The target and projectile fragmentation regions are moving 
apart at relativistic velocities, so that at some time after the collision, spatially 
separated regions along the axis of cylinder are causally separated. Fig. 2.2 
shows the different stages of two nuclei in the Bjorken model. 
The stretching cylinder can be parameterized in terms of a set of 
Lorentz frames interpolating between those of the target and projectile 
fragmentation regions. Further the model assumes that shortly after the 
collision, equal amounts of energy are deposited in each of those frames. The 
initial condition allows the evolution of the system to be described by simple 
hydrodynamic equations [33]. 
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Fig. 2.2 Different stages of the two colliding nuclei in Bjorken model. 
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In the model the excited system, where the energy is deposited, is 
treated as a relativistic fluid. After the interaction, the two nuclei separate and 
at this time, the relativistic fluid is seen as uniformly expanding from the 
central position of the collision outward to the projectile and target regions. 
The material within the stretching cylinder is all moving at approximately the 
same velocity along the beam axis. With these assumptions Bjorken has shown 
that the entropy '5 ' remains constant, preserving a record of the early 
conditions in the collisions [32,33]. This model can provide an estimate of the 
energy density in the initial state with a few simplifying assumptions. 
2.10.5 FRTTIOF event generator 
FRITIOF is a non-QGP event generator for hadron-hadron, hadron-
nucleus and nucleus-nucleus collisions [34-38], The basic idea of the model is 
that the hadron behaves like a relativistic string with confined colour field, that 
is, it consists of a hard core surrounded by an exponentially damped field. 
In FRITIOF generator, when two nucleons interact, two excited string 
states are formed and then these excited states hadronize into final hadrons 
[39]. Interaction between the two nucleons is assumed to take place through 
the exchange of many small momenta between their constituent partons, 
however no net colour exchange takes place. The net colour exchange is 
assumed to be balanced by gluon exchanges. During the collision, two hadrons 
are excited due to momentum transfer and the highly excited string like objects 
(colour dipole) are formed, which emit gluons until a critical value of gluon 
emission is reached. The formed objects are then fragmented into final 
hadrons. The FRITIOF generator has also been developed to describe hadron-
nucleus and nucleus-nucleus collisions by assuming that the reaction is a 
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superposition of hadron-hadron collisions in which geometry of nucleus plays 
an important role. FRITIOF model has succeeded in describing many 
experimental data in nucleus-nucleus collisions up to the highest SPS energy 
ranges [38]. In FRITIOF event generator, events are generated according to the 
Gaussian distribution with projectile energy, projectile mass and target mass as 
inputs. Moreover, if the number of participant nucleons is zero, then the 
interaction is rejected. 
2.10. 6 VENUS event generator 
VENUS is also a Monte Carlo procedure to simulate events at 
ultrarelativistic energies for hadron-hadron, hadron-nucleus and nucleus-
nucleus collisions [40,41], VENUS has some veiy important features. It allows 
secondary interactions to occur. In this model, each produced particle is 
allowed to re-interact with other produced particles or with spectators, which is 
very important for the hadron-nucleus and nucleus-nucleus collisions. 
This model incorporates the participation of anli-quarks in the colour 
exchange mechanisms to form strings. It also has a sophisticated fragmentation 
procedure. Since the space-time evolution is an important issue concerning 
final state interaction, the VENUS fragmentation model has a right space-time 
description. This model uses the Feynmann field method for hadronization of 
the strings. In this method, one starts with a single quark 'a' with some initial 
momentum. In its colour field, a quark-antiquark pair b-b\s formed, 'a' 
combines with 5^  forming a meson with some momentum, b is left with the 
remaining momentum. In b's field another pair c - c can form such that h and 
cgive rise to another meson. This process continues until all the initial 
momentum is utilized. The end result is a chain of mesons among which many 
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decay if they are unstable. It is worth mentioning that this model is applicable 
at ultrarelativistic energies (> 50 GeV/n) only. 
2A0.7 fflJlNG event generator 
Heavy Ion Jet INteraction Generator is another event generator for 
parton and particle production in high energy hadronic and nuclear collisions 
[42-45]. Based on QCD inspired models for multiple jet production, it is 
designed in particular to study jet and mini-jet production and associated 
particle production in high energy hadron-hadron, hadron-nucleus and nucleus-
nucleus collisions. This model incorporates mechanisms such as multiple mini-
jet production, soft excitation and jet interactions in dense hadronic matter. 
HIJING is written in FORTRON language, consisting of subroutines for 
physics simulation and common blocks for parameters and event records. In 
this model no secondary interactions are allowed, that is, rescattering of 
produced particles is not implemented. 
HIJING model is the most thoroughly documented and tested heavy ion 
generator. It has been extensively compared to nucleon- nucleon and nucleon -
nucleus data at collider energy and with the existing heavy ion data at SPS 
energies. 
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CHAPTER III 
Non-statistical fluctuations in multiparticle 
28 
production in Si-AgBr collisions at 14.6 AGeV 
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3.1 Introduction 
Fluctuations of charged particle densities in phase space have a long 
history going back to early cosmic ray experiments. The phenomenon was first 
observed in Si-AgBr event of JACEE collaboration [1]. From the experimental 
point of view, there is little doubt that events with large local density 
fluctuations exist. The real question is whether these fluctuations are of 
dynamical or merely statistical origin. Early attempts made to answer this 
question were not conclusive. Therefore the problem was not followed up. 
In the mid nineteen eighties, Bialas and Peschanski [2,3] proposed a 
new method of studying the density fluctuations in phase space by adopting the 
well known results obtained in the investigation of cascading phenomenon and 
turbulent behaviour. The method consists of a measurement of the scaled 
factorial moments F^ of the rapidity distribution at different values of the 
resolution dr]. By taking several numerical examples, both for smooth and for 
fluctuating distributions, they showed that the measurement of the scaled 
factorial moments Fq removes the statistical fluctuations due to the finite 
number of particles in an event. Consequently, an observation of a variation of 
Fq with the resolution, that is, rapidity bin size would indicate the presence of 
genuine fluctuations of dynamical origin. Bialas and Peschanski reanalysed the 
Si-AgBr event of the JACEE [1] collaboration and observed a power law 
dependence of F^ on the size of the rapidity bin 5r; (-^ °^ OT] * )^  xhis power 
law dependence of F^ on 5r\ is known as intermittency. 
The observation of power law behaviour of the scaled factorial 
moments in cosmic ray JACEE event has motivated many experimental groups 
in high energy physics to search for a similar effect, that is. intermittency in 
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Studied for different values of (^ ^ in various A/(number of bins) ranges for both 
the pseudorapidity and azimuthal spaces. The minimum of A^ , at certain critical 
value of ^ = qc, the existence of which is an indication of non-thermal phase 
transition in multiparticle process, has been studied. In the regions q> Qc and 
q < q^ the system behaves differently. 
Finally, the nuclear effect, which is a consequence of the superposition 
of elementary nucleon-nucleon collisions in nucleus-nucleus collisions, has 
been studied in the second order two dimensional factorial moment F^. The 
slopes of ln<F2> versus /wM curves for different //, 'Hurst Exponent', values 
have been determined. The parameter 'a' that characterizes the upward 
bending of ln<F2> versus InM curve plots has been investigated. 
3.2 Factorial moments 
The un-normalized factorial moments are defined as 
^. =T7Z"'"("'" -*)•••(«". -^ + 1) (3.1) 
where q = 1,2,3, is the order of the moments, nm is the bin multiplicity and 
Mis the number of partitions in which the phase space window is divided. 
Different approaches have been adopted for normalizing the factorial 
moments. For events of fixed multiplicity N, the normalized or scaled factorial 
moments are defined as 
' M^, N(N-\)--(N-q + \) ^ • ' 
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However, in practice high energy collision data consist of collection of events 
of differing multiplicity, so a different approach is adopted for normalizing 
such events. If the single particle density distribution is uniform and 
fluctuation of particle density in a bin is independent of the location of the bin 
in the considered phase space window, then the factorial moments can be 
normalized by {n^y =((iV)/M)^, where {N) is the average multiplicity of 
particles for all events in the considered phase space window. («„) is, 
therefore, the average bin multiplicity for the whole sample. This 
normalization scheme has been termed as horizontal averaging. Thus the 
horizontal factorial moments for events of differing multiplicity are defined as 
''~~^l^—(^^ "^^  
F^=M^-±^^^^^-']^[:^-^^'^ (3.4) 
To obtain the normalized horizontal factorial moment (F^) for an event 
sample, Fg values (equation 3.4) are determined for all the events and then 
averaged over the whole sample using the following equation 
^.) = ^ t^.., 1 ^ j ^ L ^1-' , (3.5) 
where A^ v^ is the total number of events in the sample. 
In nuclear collisions, the single particle density distribution cannot be 
uniform because of the energy and momentum constraints [21]. Although 
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some models [22] predict a flat central region in the density distribution in the 
rapidity space at ultrarelativistic energies, the experimental distributions are 
found to have some shape even in the central region [21]. As the horizontal 
factorial moments are sensitive to the shape of the single particle density 
distribution, these moments should be corrected for the non-uniform shape of 
the single particle density distribution. Fialkowski et al. [23] proposed the 
following correction factor 
^ ^ ^ 1 ^ M ' i " . ) 1 
M ir=^ {NY (3.6) 
where < « . ) — £ « . . >} ^ ' ^ ^ ^ ^ T f 
Therefore, the corrected qth order horizontal factorial moment is 
^ r = ^ (3.7) 
Another method to eliminate the effect of non-uniform density distribution has 
been proposed by Bialas and Gazdzicki [24]. In this method the original 
variable, say 17, is transformed into a cumulative variable X The corresponding 
region of investigation Ar\ in the new variable X then becomes 0 to 1. In terms 
of the variable X, the particle density p(X) is constant. The cumulative variable 
X(r{) is related to the single particle rapidity distribution as 
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^ (1 ) = ^h (3.8) 
lp{n')dri' 
n I 
where rfj and T]^  are the two extreme Hmits of the considered pseudorapidity 
range Ai), The region (0-1) in X space is then divided into A/bins, each of size 
dX = \/M and the values of the scaled factorial moments are calculated using 
equations 3.4-3.5. 
If the scaled factorial moments (f^j exhibit a power law of the type 
(F, (6I , ) )^(5TI) -* ' 
or ( F , {M )) <x {M f' (3.9) 
as dri tends to zero or M tends to infinity, then it signals the presence of 
dynamical fluctuations in the data. The power law behaviour of (F^\ is 
referred to as intermittency and the exponents (j>q are known as intermittency 
indices which can be directly retrieved from the slopes of ln(F\ versus InM 
graphs. 
It is worthwhile to mention that certain experimental biases can affect 
the experimental results. Factorial moments can be reduced by the limited two-
track resolution and track loss. As mentioned in chapter two, nuclear emulsion 
has high spatial resolution; it is suitable for this kind of high resolution 
analysis. For minimizing the track loss effect, each event is measured by two 
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independent observers. Moreover, the factorial moments can be increased due 
to the y-ray conservation effect. Gamma rays are produced by the decay of 
neutral pions (71°), which in turn get materialized into e^  e~ pairs in the vicinity 
(< \mm) of collision. Since in nuclear emulsion, tracks could be foHovved 
along both the forward and backward directions, such conversions can be 
easily spotted by the scanner, unless they are obscured by a high density of 
tracks. However, the contribution of such conversions is negligible [21]. 
3.3 Intermittency 
In this section, we study intermittency in our data. The present analysis 
was carried out for Si-AgBr events only. Out of 784 inelastic collisions, 360 
Si-AgBr events were selected. To minimize the contribution of statistical 
fluctuations, only events with Ns > 8 were considered. In this way, 297 ^^Si-
AgBr events were selected for the final analysis. Further, the analysis was 
restricted to the central region of the pseudorapidity distribution in the interval 
Ar} = ± 2.0 units from the central pseudorapidity value. This region covers 
almost the entire range of the produced particles. To eliminate the effect of 
non-uniformity of ^-distribution, the pseudorapidity values of particles of each 
event were converted into X values using equation 3.8. In X space, the values 
of the cumulative variable A'lie in the range 0-1. The range AX= 1 was divided 
into ^ bins, each of size AX/M. M was varied from 2 to 35. Using equation 
3.4, the values of horizontal factorial moments F,, were calculated for all 
events and were then vertically averaged over all events to obtain ( f ). (F) 
were calculated for q = 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6. 
ln(F\ versus /«A^ graphs for our data for the pseudorapidity space are 
shown in Fig. 3.1(a). From the figure, it is clear that In/f) increases linearly 
with InM, thereby indicating a power law dependence of I^F^^ on M. 
We have also investigated intermittency in the azimuthal angle space. 
Here also, the azimuthal angle values of particles of each event were converted 
into lvalues. The values of the normalized factorial moments were calculated 
using equations 3,4 and 3.5. Since the distribution in the azimuthal space was 
almost isotropic, scaled factorial moments were determined for the entire range 
of <^  (0-27c). Fig. 3.1(b) shows ^^(^g) versus inMplots for our data for g = 2-6 
in the azimuthal space. From these plots, we again observe a power law 
dependence of (F\ on M. In Fig. 3.1 (a & b) the moments of higher order 
show irregular behaviour. This is due to low statistics. 
To obtain the intermittency indices (^,,the graphs in Fig. 3.1(a & b) were 
fitted to the relation 
{F^) = A + <l>^\nM (3.10) 
Straight lines in the plots represent equation 3.10. The slopes of these lines, 
that is, the values of the intermittency indices ^^ for both the pseudorapidity 
and azimuthal angle spaces are presented in table 3.1. From the table, it is clear 
that the values of <j>q increase with the increase in q in both r] and 0 spaces. 
It has been pointed out that the scaled factorial moments follow a 
generalized power law of the type 
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28, Fig. 3 1 Plots of in<F^> versus InM for Si-AgBr collisions at 14 6 AGeV 
Solid lines represent the linear fits to the data (a) r|- space (b) <^- space 
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Table 3.1 Values of the slopes ^q oUnlF^ ^ versus InM plots for ^*Si-AgBr collisions 
at 14.6 AGeV in one dimensional r\ - and ^ -spaces and in two dimensional 
?7 -(^  space. 
q 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
<^,(n) 
0.016 + 0.003 
0.043 ± 0.007 
0.087 + 0.015 
0.133 + 0.033 
0,211 + 0.074 
M) 
0.050 ± 0.003 
0.144 ±0.007 
0.273 + 0.018 
0.439 + 0.048 
0.642 + 0.110 
<t>q(^-<t>) 
0.142 + 0.007 
0.303 ±0.019 
0.548 ± 0.049 
0.852 + 0,128 
— 
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{F,{M))<^[g{M)Y^ (3.11) 
in the multiplicative random models [20]. g(M) is a generalized function of A/. 
'Wnimgg(M) in terms of (/v^), the following relation can be obtained 
\n{F^)=C^+^\n{F,) (3.12) 
Y2 
From equation 3.12, ^y( can be directly obtained by plotting ln{F^) as a 
function of/^(Fj). To check the validity of equation 3.12 for our data, we plot 
in Fig. 3.2(a & b) in(^F^) as a function ofhi{F2) in both the pseudorapidity and 
azimuthal angle spaces. The linear behaviour of the plots indicates the validity 
of equation 3.12 for our data. Values of ^V^ for different q values are 
obtained by fitting equation 3.12 to the plots in Fig. 3.2 (a & b). Solid lines in 
Fig. 3.2 represent the fits and the values are shown in table 3.2. Again we see 
that % values increase with increase in a. 
We have also carried out the analysis in two dimensional (ri-cj)) space to 
investigate the intermittent behaviour for our data. The considered (ri-(j)) space 
was divided into A / ( A / = M^x M^ equal cells of area (5r\d<l>). Af^ er 
converting the values of r\ and ^ into X variable, as earlier, the two 
dimensional scaled factorial moments were then determined wdth the help of 
equations 3.4-3.5 with n„, representing the number of particles in the mth cell. 
The values of the two dimensional scaled factorial moments were determined 
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Solid lines represent the linear fits to the data, (a) r|- space (b) <()- space. 
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Table 3.2 Values of the slopes (j)^ /*;*^  of//? (F^^ versus/^(FJ) plots for ^*Si-AgBr 
collisions at 14.6 AGeV in one dimensional T] - and <j> -spaces and in two 
dimensional r] -<^ space. 
q 
3 
4 
5 
6 
V-^ ^ (n) 
2.290 + 0.198 
4.027 ± 0.638 
5.793 + 1.507 
10.119 ±3.238 
i>ql<\fg ((t>) 
2.878 + 0.069 
5.452 ±0.264 
8.804 ±0.851 
12.964 ±2.052 
V ^ 9 (n-<t>) 
2.143 ±0.059 
3.847 ±0.305 
5.923 ±0.901 
— 
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for the order 2, 3, 4 and 5 with Arj = 0.2 - 4.2. The dependence of scaled 
factorial moments inlf) on the number of cells InM^ is shown in Fig. 3.3(a). 
From the figure, it can be observed that (F\ exhibits a power law dependence 
on Af, which is an indication of intermittent behaviour in the two dimensional 
(ri-<t>) phase space also. 
The two dimensional intermittency indices ^q obtained from the best 
linear fits of log-log plots are also listed in table 3.1. From the table, it can be 
seen that the slopes in two dimensional space increase with increase in q and 
that the two dimensional intermittency indices are greater than the 
corresponding one dimensional values for all q values. Moreover, to see if 
equation 3.12 is valid in the two dimensional phase space also, we plot in Fig. 
3.3(b) ln{F^\ versus ln{F^). Again, it is observed that {F\ shows a linear 
behaviour with (F.). The % values obtained from the best linear fits to the 
data points are presented in table 3.2. These values also increase with the 
increase in q. 
Evidence of the two dimensional intermittency has been reported by 
several working groups for different relativistic heavy ion data with varying 
projectile nature and energy. Holynski et al. [9] investigated a multi-
dimensional intermittency analysis of 200 AGeV '^O and ^^ S interactions with 
AgBr nuclei. They calculated the one and two dimensional intermittency 
indices for order 2-6 with Ar\ = 2.0 - 5.0 and A<l) = 0 - 2n. Jain et al. [25] also 
studied multidimensional intermittency for 200 and 60 AGeV '^0-AgBr 
collisions with Arf = 4.0 and A<j) = 2n. Recently A. M. Tawfik et al. [26] have 
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ln<F^> 
2 8 ^ . Fig. 3.3 Plots of (a) ln<F > versus InM and (b) ln<F > versus ln<F > for Si-
AgBr collisions at 14.6 AGeV in two-dimensional (TI-(J)) space. Solid 
lines represent the linear fits to the data. 
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analysed the data of Pb + Pb collisions at 158 AGeV/c for ^ = 2, 3, 4 with Ari 
= 1.0- 4.0 and full ^ space and obtained evidence of intermittency. 
3.4 Non-thermal phase transition 
The self-similar cascade mechanism in multiparticle production is not 
consistent with particle creation during one phase, but instead requires a non-
thermal phase transition [27]. It has been argued [28] that the signals of non-
thermal phase transition can be characterized with the help of a parameter Xg. 
The function X^ is related to the qth order intermittency index as 
9 X^ = ^ (3.13) 
The condition for the existence of such different phases is that the function A^  
should have a minimum at certain critical value q = qc [29,30]. In the regions q 
< qc and ^ > c^) the multiparticle system behaves differently. It has been 
observed that the region q < qc is dominated by numerous small fluctuations 
and the region q> qc is dominated by a small number of large fluctuations. The 
overall system is described [27] as a mixture of a 'liquid' of many small 
fluctuations and a 'dust' of a few grains of very high density. We see either the 
liquid phase or the dust phase, depending on whether we probe the system by a 
moment of order q < qc or q > qc. 
Although no final conclusions could be drawn yet regarding the non-
thermal phase transition, a few working groups have reported observation of A^  
minimum for different data sets with varying types of projectile and energy. 
Jain 
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et al. [25] have reported that only some part of their heavy ion data had a 
minimum of X^. Sarkisyan et al. [31,32] have observed a A^  minimum at 4 < ^ ^ 
< 5 in central C-Cu collisions at 4.5 AGeV/c. Ghosh et al. [27] have also 
observed a minimum at 3 < c^ :^  4, while analyzing the ^^0-AgBr collisions at 
60 AGeV. Sarkisyan et al. and Ghosh et al. have carried out the analysis for q 
= 2-8. 
We also studied the non-thermal phase transition in ^*Si-AgBr collisions 
at 14.6 AGeV for q = 2-6. We have determined the values of intermittency 
indices <^q from the /«(^,) versus /«A/(Figs. 3.1& 3.2) graphs for the intervals 
2 < M< 35, 2 < A/< 9, 5 < M< 16,1<M< 18, 15 < M< 26 and 27 < M< 35 in 
both the pseudorapidity and azimuthal spaces. The values of the slopes in these 
intervals, ^q are presented in table 3.3 and table 3.4. From these tables, it can 
be seen that ^^ increases sharply with the order of the moment in ranges 2<M 
< 9 and 27 < M< 35 for TJ space, whereas in ^ space, the sharp increase is 
obser\'ed in 2 < M< 9 range only. 
Using equation 3.13, the values of kg for all q values and M ranges have 
been calculated in both x] and ^ spaces. The variation of X^ as a function of q 
for different M intervals for 77 and (/> spaces is shown in Figs. 3.4 and 3.5 
respectively. From Fig 3.4, it can be observed that a minimum of A^  occurs 
between q = A and 5 for the interval 2 < M< 9. For the interval 27 < A/< 35, it 
occurs around ^ = 4. However, for the other intervals, no significant minimum 
is observed. It may be pointed out here that due to low statistics, we could not 
determine the values of A^  for orders greater than 6. 
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Table 3,3 The intermittency exponents (pq for different bin ranges for Si-AgBr 
collisions at 14.6 AGeV in the pseudorapidity space. 
Bin range 
2 S M £ 3 5 
2 ^ M S 9 
5 £ M £ 1 5 
7 < M £ 1 8 
1 5 £ M ^ 2 6 
2 7 < M < 3 5 
q=2 
0.028 ± 0.004 
0.067 ±0.016 
0.020 ± 0.004 
0.025 ± 0.005 
0.008 ±0,012 
0.034 ±0,051 
g=3 
0.072 ± 0.009 
0.169 ±0.041 
0.040 ±0.011 
0.047 ±0.015 
0.051 ±0.029 
0,057 ±0.133 
g=4 
0.133 ±0.018 
0.286 ± 0.069 
0.088 ± 0.022 
0.097 ± 0.037 
0.065 ± 0.088 
0.333 ±0.263 
q=5 
0.200 ±0.031 
0.398 ± 0.087 
0.198 ± 0.073 
0.158 ±0.105 
0.049 ± 0.204 
0.866 ± 0.465 
q=6 
0.460 ±0.081 
1.269 ±0.201 
0.353 ±0.164 
0.213 ±0.220 
0.041 ± 0.389 
1.754 ±0.763 
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Table 3.4 The intermittency exponents ^q for different bin ranges for ^^Si-AgBr 
collisions at 14.6 AGeV in the azimuthal space. 
Bin range 
2 £ MS 35 
2 s M s 9 
5 S M S 1 5 
7 5 M S 1 8 
15 S M S 2 6 
27 s M s 35 
q = 2 
0.090 ± 0.005 
0.128 ±0.023 
0.093 ± 0.006 
0.074 ± 0.007 
0,060 ±0.010 
0.871 ± 0.026 
q = 3 
0.249 ±0.014 
0.350 ± 0.064 
0.258 ± 0.025 
0.194 ±0.023 
0.188 ±0.024 
0.211 ±0.115 
q = 4 
0.460 ± 0.027 
0.642 ±0.123 
0.484 ± 0.059 
0.340 ± 0.053 
0.343 ± 0.056 
0.262 ± 0.326 
q = 5 
0.719 ±0.049 
0.981 ±0.193 
0.757 ±0.112 
0.509 ±0.111 
0.513 ±0.205 
0.355 ± 0.978 
q = 6 
1.088 ±0.096 
1.657 ±0.214 
1.058 ±0.189 
0.682 ±0.211 
0.685 ±0.530 
0.582 ± -
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Fig. 3.4 Plots of ^ as a function of q for different ranges of M for Si-AgBr collisions 
at 14.6 AGeV in the pseudorapidity space. 
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28„ . Fig. 3.5 Plots of X as a function of q for different ranges of M for Si-AgBr collisions 
at 14.6 AGeV in the azimuthal space. 
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In the azimuthal space (Fig.3.5), the minimum of X^ exists between 4 
and 5 for the range 2 < A/< 9. However, for other ranges, it occurs between 5 
and 6. 
Therefore, in both the pseudorapidity and azimuthal spaces, we observe 
a Xq minimum and conclude that there is a certain critical value q = qc^l which 
the muhiparticle system behaves as a mixture of two states. On either side of 
this critical value, the system behaves differently, which is an indication of 
phase transition of non-thermal type in the multiparticle production process in 
^^Si-AgBr collisions at 14.6 AGeV. 
3.5 Nuclear effect 
The primary goal for studying the scaled factorial moments Fg(M) 
defined by equations 3.4 is to look for the possible existence of the dynamical 
fluctuations (intermittency) in relativistic nuclear collisions [2,3]. While 
studying the behaviour of factorial moments in hadron-hadron and nucleus-
nucleus collisions, two different phenomena have been observed. 
I In one dimension, the rise of ln(F\ with the increasing phase space 
partition number M is much weaker for the nucleus-nucleus collisions than 
for hadron-hadron collisions and the heavier the colliding nuclei are, the 
weaker is the rising of ln(F\ [33,34]. 
II In two or three dimensions, the l^iF^) versus InM p\oX for nucleus-nucleus 
collisions is bending upwards strongly, much stronger than for hadron-
hadron collisions and the heavier the colliding nuclei are, the stronger is the 
upward bending oflnlf) versus InMplot. 
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It has been shown [35] that these two apparently contradictory 
observations are due to the superposition effect of the contribution from the 
large number of elementary collisions in a nuclear collision process. In the 
superposition effect, due to the complexity of nuclear process, the rapidity 
centres of the individual collisions do not coincide but are scattered randomly 
v/ithin an interval on the rapidity axis. This arises due to the fact that each 
participant nucleon in the projectile nucleus interacts along the cylindrical tube 
in the target nucleus with more than one nucleon. Therefore, for each of these 
sub-nucleus interactions, there is a pseudorapidity distribution [36] with certain 
mid-rapidity depending on the typical characters of such interacting systems. 
In addition to these sub-interactions, the secondary particles produced within 
the target material cause further interactions with each other and with the target 
and projectile materials. These secondary interactions produce pseudorapidity 
distributions with their own mid-rapidity centres. Hence for each of these 
elementary collisions, a sub-pseudorapidity centre can be achieved. 
The superposition of these elementary pseudorapidity values in sub-
intervals 5ri, in which the original interval Arf has been partitioned (Fig. 3.6), 
makes the total effective partition number, Af-^, much larger than M {Af^ > 
Af) [36]. On the other hand, similar effect does not exist in the azimuthal space, 
where the phase space region is the same (0-27r) for all the elementary 
collisions and their superposition makes no change in the phase space partition, 
that is, Mf = M^ 
To characterize the phase space partition in two dimensions, a quantity 
known as 'Hurst exponent' [37] is used. It is defined as 
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Fig. 3.6 Schematic plot of superposition effect on longitudinal phase space 
partition. 
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where M^ and K4^ are the number of partitions along the two perpendicular 
directions. The behaviour of factorial moments Fq depends on value of H. 
Therefore, to study the possible abnormal behaviour of factorial moments on 
the bin size, analysis should be performed with a suitable value of H, 
Otherwise, the observed trend of the calculated factorial moments will always 
be bending upwards [35,38-40], even if there is no fluctuation in particle 
production. The upward bending of the factorial moments can be weakened or 
totally removed if the exponents, //, are given a proper value. 
In order to estimate the degree of upward bending of In^F^) versus 
InM curve, a simple quadratic equation y = ax is fitted to the data. The second 
term 'bx' of the quadratic equation is neglected due to very small value of its 
coefficient b. Further, in the fitting the first few data points are omitted so as to 
reduce the effect of momentum conservation [40]. Momentum conservation 
tends to spread the particles in opposite directions and thus reduces the value 
of factorial moments. Therefore the origin of co-ordinates is shifted to the 
starting point [Mo, FSCMQ)] of the fitting and the variables are changed 
correspondingly to 
X = In A/ - In A/Q 
y=\n{F,{M))-\n{F,{M,)) ^^''^^ 
The slope 'a' is taken as to be the characteristic parameter for the degree of 
upward bending of In^F^) as a ftxnction of InM. 
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To study the nuclear effect in ^^Si-emulsion collisions at 14.6 AGeV, 
we have used different values of Hurst exponent (H = 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0). 
The intervals AT] and A<j> have been divided into sub-cells with widths 
The scale factors M„ and MA, are connected to each other by the relation 
(3.16) 
M ^ = M ^ ^ ^ (3.17) 
It is clear from equation 3.17 that M^ and M^ cannot be simultaneously 
integers. Therefore the size of elementary phase space cell cannot take 
continuously varying values. This problem can however, be circumvented by 
adopting the method proposed by L. Lianshou et al. [39]. According to this 
method, for each value of M j^, we get 
M^=N+a (3.18) 
where A'^  is the integer part and 0 < a < 1 represents the fractional part. When 
an elementary bin of width 5(j> is used as a scale to measure the region A(j>, N of 
integer bins are obtained and a smaller bin of width a is left. Putting the 
smaller bin at the last place, the average is done with the first A'^  bins only. 
In the present analysis, we used At] = ~2 < T],„^ < +2 and A(j) = 0 ~ 2n. 
Mjj was varied from 2 - 36. Further, to reduce the effect of non-flat particle 
density distributions, the cumulative variables Xjj and X^ were used. The 
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corresponding regions then became 0-1. Using the above partition scheme, the 
values of ln{Fj) were calculated with the help of equations 3.4 and 3.5. Fig. 
3.7 shows /«(i^z) versus InM plots for ^^Si-emulsion collisions at 14.6 AGeV 
for different values of//. From the figure, it can be seen that when H = 1.0, the 
curve bends upward strongly. However, when H increases, the upward bending 
is weakened and at / / = 2.5 or 3.0, the curve becomes almost straight. 
Next, we fit a quadratic equation y = ax^ to the data points. This gives a 
quantitative description of the phenomenon. In order to see the quality of 
fitting, we plot in Fig. 3.8, the results of fitting for / / = 1. In Fig. 3.8(a) all the 
points have been included and the origin is shifted to the first point. In Fig. 
3.8(b), the first three points have been removed and the origin is shifted to the 
fourth point. Similarly, in Fig. 3.8 (c & d), the fourth and fifth points are 
omitted and the origin is shifted to the fifth and sixth point respectively. From 
the figure, it can be observed that the fitting is not good when all the points are 
included (Fig. 3.8(a)). This is due to the momentum conservation. The 
momentum conservation as already mentioned tends to spread the particles in 
opposite directions and thus reduces the value of the factorial moments. 
[36,40]. The effect, however, becomes weaker as M increases. When the origin 
is shifted to the sixth point (Fig. 3,8(d)), the fit becomes quite good. 
The values of the fitting parameter 'a' (y = ax ) for all the curves in Fig. 
3.7, with the first three points omitted, as a ftinction of// are presented in Fig. 
3.9. The corresponding values of 'a" obtained by EMU-01 collaboration [36] 
for '^^Au-emulsion collisions at 11 AGeV and '^0-emulsion collisions at 60 
AGeV are also shown in Fig. 3.9. From the figure, it can be seen that in all the 
cases, the values of 'a" decrease as H increases, that is. In^F^) versus InM 
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curves bend upward stronger for smaller H and tend to become straight lines as 
H increases. Further, we find that the values of 'a' are greater for ' Au-
emulsion collisions than for ^^Si-emulsion collisions for all values of H. 
Moreover, the values of *a' for ^^Si-emulsion collisions are greater than the 
corresponding values for ^^0-emulsion collisions. This means that the ln{F^) 
versus InM curves bend upward stronger for heavier colliding nuclei than for 
the lighter ones at the same Hurst exponent. This is just what is expected, 
because for heavier colliding nuclei, the number of elementary collisions is 
large, thus making Af^ larger. 
Therefore, we observe that the two dimensional second order factorial 
moment exhibits an upward bending as a function of partition of space, \vhich 
in turn means the superposition of contributions from the elementary collisions 
in the nucleus-nucleus collisions. This upward bending could, however, be 
removed by choosing proper partition along the longitudinal and perpendicular 
directions, that is, the right value of Hurst exponent H. Moreover, it has been 
observed that heavier the colliding nuclei are, the stronger the upward bending 
is. It is consistence with the fact that the number of elementary collisions is 
more for heavier nuclei. 
It is worth mentioning that if QGP is fonned, then there will be no 
elementary collisions. This in turn will lead to vanishing of the superposition 
effect due to the contribution of elementary collisions in nucleus-nucleus 
collisions. Under such conditions, the upward bending in the two dimensional 
second order factorial moment plots is not likely to be seen. Thus study of the 
nuclear effect in nucleus-nucleus collisions could be used as another indirect 
test for QGP formation. 
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CHAPTER IV 
Erraticity analysis of multiparticle production 
in Si-emulsion collisions at 14.6 AGeV 
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4.1 Introduction 
Since the observation in 1983 of unexpectedly large local fluctuations in 
a single event of very high multiplicity recorded by the JACEE collaboration 
[1], extensive studies have been carried out to understand the non-linear 
behaviour of classical as well as quantum systems. For classical systems the 
description of non-linear behaviour is well established. In case of classical 
non-Abelion dynamics Matinyan et al [2] applied special simplifying 
conditions that reduce the equations of motion to manageable size and found 
chaotic solutions. But an exhaustive investigation of gauge equations has to be 
done on lattice. Recently, it has been shown by lattice calculations that the 
classical non-Abelion gauge theory exhibits deterministic chaos and that 
Lyapunov exponent that characterizes the divergent distances between 
trajectories can be computed numerically for lattices of different sizes [3,4]. 
The extension of the above investigation to quantum systems is very 
difficult because the notion of quantum chaos for dynamics is not well defined 
[5]. The first step in that direction was taken by Cao and Hwa [6], who 
explored the concept of chaos for systems that involve particle production 
through branching process. They considered two branching processes in 
particle production: One is pure gluon theory in perturbative QCD that was 
later extended to include quarks also [7] and the other is an Abelion cascade 
model. Characteristics of particle production were investigated by generating 
events according to the perturbative QCD and the cascade model. The 
temporal behaviour of the production process was studied by following the 
normalized variance K, of the multiplicity distribution of each generation. The 
spatial behaviour was studied in terms of fluctuations of the normalized event 
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factorial moment Fq and the entropy index ^ . Cao and Hwa [7,8] found that 
the branching process in perturbative QCD was chaotic. 
Out of the different measures considered to describe the degree of 
fluctuations in the branching process, the normaUzed variance contains 
important information about the process from generation to generation, but it is 
not accessible to experiment. However, the other measures, the normalized 
event factorial moments F / , the moment of moments Cp^q and the entropy 
index ^ can be determined in most high energy collisions. 
It has been argued [9,10] that event-to-event fluctuations can probe the 
dynamics of multiparticle production more deeply than the variables such as 
the multiplicity distribution and the average factorial moments. In this chapter, 
we therefore study chaoticity or event-to-event fluctuations in the density of 
particles produced in Si-emulsion collisions. The moment of moments C^ .^  
that quantify these fluctuations have been determined. We also calculate the 
values of entropy index ju^ . The positively of ^ corresponds to large 
flucmations of the spatial patterns from event-to-event. Further, the values of 
these parameters would provide valuable input to models of multiparticle 
production. In order to evaluate the contribution of the statistical fluctuations 
to the experimentally obtained event factorial moments, we generate a sample 
of uncorrelated Monte Carlo events and compare the values of moment of 
moments Q^ of the generated events with those obtained experimentally. 
Besides, we also study the erraticity of rapidity gaps. This method has recently 
been proposed by R. C. Hwa [11] to investigate event-to-event fluctuations in 
low multiplicity collisions. The values of Sq and Z ,^ which quantify event-to-
event fluctuations in low multiplicity collisions have been determined for both 
the pseudorapidity and azimuthal spaces. 
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4.2 Moment of moments Cp,q and entropy index [i^^ 
In order to study event-to-event fluctuations in multiparticle production, 
it is necessary to investigate the behaviour of the event factorial moment Fg^ in 
small bins. The q-th order factorial moment of an event is defined as 
1 M 
F; = ^^^-^ , (4.1) 
where M is the partition number and «„ the multiplicity of particles in the mth 
bin. Since F / fluctuates from event-to-event, we get a distribution of F / 
denoted by P(Fg^) after a large number of events. The normalized factorial 
moments of an event can now be defined as 
1 
where (F '\= —— y' F ' 
It is worth mentioning here that the scaled factorial moment defined by Bialas 
and Peschanski [12] to study intermittency in multiparticle production is only 
an estimate of mean of the distribution P(Fq). It should be realized that the 
averaging procedure, apart from its clear advantages, brings also a danger of 
losing some important information on spatial patterns from event-to-event. In 
particular, some interesting effects, if present only in a part of the sample of 
events produced in high energy collisions, may be lost. A possible example of 
this kind is the quark-gluon plasma, which is expected to be characterized by 
specific intermittency exponents [13]. It is, therefore, essential to investigate 
the full shape of the distribution and the way it changes with the bin size. This 
task can be accomplished by studying the moments of the distribution of event 
factorial moments Cp_g for varying bin size, up to the moment rank p allowed 
by the available statistics. Cp^q quantify the fluctuations that are related to the 
chaotic behaviour of the system [6] and are defined as 
1 ^ . v 
C^,, = - — Z ( < ^ , ) , (4.3) 
where AU is the total nimiber of events in the sample. The exponent p can be 
any positive real number [9], It should not be negative because F / may vanish 
for some events. For 0<p< I, it Is the Fg< I region that is probed, while for/? 
> I events with high Fg are described. 
In principle the shape of P(F/) can exhibit many different behaviours 
as the scale changes, and so can its moments. However, since in intermittent 
systems, by definition, the mean shows a power law behaviour, we are quite 
naturally led to the search for a power law behaviour of the moments of any 
rank. Event-to-event fluctuations in multiparticle production are characterized 
by the power law behaviour of the normalized moments Cp,g as a function of 
number of bins M The power law behaviour of Q,,, is referred to as erraticity. 
C , , « A y " " ' ' ^ ' (4.4) 
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where \i/g(p) is called the erraticity exponent and is determined from the slope 
of inCp^q versus InM plots. The information contained in the scaling function 
\l/q(p) can be alternatively displayed through the entropy index ^ , which is 
related to the entropy of event space and is defined as [6] 
^'' dp 
a = - ^ ^ at p=\ (4.5) 
A positive value of y^ would correspond to a broad P{Fq) distribution which 
in turn would mean unpredictable large fluctuations of the spatial patterns 
from event-to-event. By applying this method to known classical chaotic 
systems, it has been shown [14] that ^ can be used as a measure of chaoticity 
in systems where only the spatial patterns could be observed and a positive 
value of ^ would signal the presence of chaos in the system. 
4.3 Erraticity analysis 
Since F / depends on the shape of the single particle inclusive 
pseudorapidity distribution and also to compare the results from different 
experiments where the basic observable parameters are different, we shall 
continue to use the cumulative variable X. The advantage of working in the 
variable X has long been recognized [15]. To reduce the contribution of 
statistical fluctuation only events in which the number of shower particles was 
greater than seven (N, > 8) were considered for the final analysis. Further, the 
analysis was performed in the central pseudorapidity region, that is, r),„,^-2 < r\ 
^ rimax +2. This region covers most of the produced shower particles. 
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The rapidities of all shower particles produced in Si-CNO and Si-
AgBr collisions were converted into X- variable using equation 3.8. The 
interval X = 0-1 was then divided into M bins and the values of the event 
factorial moment Fg and the moment of moments Cn,g were calculated for q = 
2 and/? = 0.5, 0.7, 0.9, 1.1, 1.3, 1.5 and 2.0 using equations 4.1- 4.3. Mwas 
varied from 1 to 40. The InCp,^ versus /wM graphs for ^^Si-CNO and ^^Si-AgBr 
collisions with Ns > 8 are shown in Fig. 4.1(a) and Fig. 4.2(a) respectively. 
For the sake of clarity, graphs for/? = 0.9, 1.1 and 1.3 are not shown. It should 
be pointed out here that when we calculate the average factorial moment for a 
sample of events, the average is performed over all events for a single bin. 
This process eliminates statistical fluctuations if the number of events is large. 
However, to study chaoticity, we have to calculate the average factorial 
moment of an event, hi this case averaging is done over all bins in an event. 
As the number of produced particles A^^ in an event is not very large for our 
data, the statistical fluctuations cannot be completely eliminated from the 
event factorial moments F / and the moment of moments Cp^q. In order to find 
out the contribution of the statistical fluctuations to Cp,q calculated for our 
data, we generate a sample of events. The generated events have the same 
multiplicity distribution and the same number of events as observed 
experimentally but do not have any correlations. 
To generate uncorrelated events, we use a flat probability distribution in 
the region of pseudorapidity in which the fluctuations in F / are being studied 
and also for the whole data sample. It means that the probabilities in all bins 
are equal and are the same for all events. The distribution of particles in the 
region of pseudorapidity under study can then be located by Bernoulli's 
distribution [16]. 
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B{n,, n^,....n^ I p,. p^) = ,,, ' , A"* -PM" , (4.6) 
n,i.../ij^\ 
M 
where 1^ ^m ~ ^ 
Events were generated according to the observed multipHcity distribution. In 
each event the pseudorapidity interval AT] was divided into M bins and the 
particles of the event were distributed in these bins according to equation 4.6. 
The values of F / and Cp,g were then calculated using equations 4.1- 4.3. The 
values of Cp,q for the generated uncorrected events for ^ = 2 and for different 
values of;? are shown in Fig. 4.1 and Fig. 4.2 as solid lines. It can be seen 
from these figures that the experimental values of Q., lie well above those for 
the generated uncorrelated events in the region M > 13. It means that the 
contribution of the statistical fluctuations to Cp^g values for our data is small. 
In order to find whether the observed dependence of Cp_q on M could be 
explained by the standard generators of particle production in heavy ion 
collisions, we simulated 10,000 ^^Si-emulsion collisions at 14.6 AGeV using 
the FRITIOF generator. The InCp^g versus InM graphs for these events are also 
shown in Figs. 4.1 and 4.2. It can be seen from these figures that for CNO 
events, in the ranges M = 13-25 and M ~ 26-40, the values of Q ^ for 
FRITIOF events are much smaller than those for the experimental events. 
However, for AgBr events, in the range M = 13-25, the Cpg values for the 
experimental events are about the same as those predicted by the FRITIOF 
generator. But in the range M = 26-40, the Cpg values for the experimental 
events are higher than those predicted by the FRITIOF generator. 
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To study the effect of multiplicity of shower particles on chaoticity, we 
have truncated the multiplicity distribution at the lower end. The InCpg versus 
InM graphs for CNO events with Ns > 8, Nj > 12 and Ns > 15 are shown in 
Fig. 4.!(a, b and c) respectively. Fig. 4.2(a, b, c and d) shows tlie InCp^g versus 
InM graphs for AgBr events with Ns > 8, Ns > 15, N^ > 25 and N. > 30 
respectively. Results from the corresponding generated uncorrelated events 
are shown in these figures as solid lines. InCpq versus InM graphs for the 
corresponding FRITIOF events are shown in Fig. 4.1(d, e and f) and Fig. 
4,2(e, f, g and h). From these figures we observe that for the experimental 
events Q,, values decrease as the average multiplicity increases. A similar 
trend is observed for the FRITIOF events. 
Linear fits to the InCp^^ versus / / i ^ graphs shown in Fig. 4.1 and Fig. 
4.2, have been performed in two regions of M: M= 13-25, M= 26-40. For 
AgBr events, it is observed that in the range A/= 13-25, the slopes \i/g(p) of the 
InCp^g versus InM graphs decrease sharply as the average multiplicity increases 
from 30.36 ± 1.77 for events with Ns > 8 to 41.61 ± 3.32 for events with N^ > 
30. However, for CNO events the slopes y/q(p) are almost the same for events 
with Ns > 8, Ns > 12, and Ns > 15. In the range M= 26-40, the slopes y/gfp) are 
independent of the average multiplicity for both CNO and AgBr events. 
In Fig. 4.3 and Fig. 4.4, the slopes \i/g(p) are plotted as functions ofp for 
different data samples in the range M = 13-25 for CNO and AgBr events. We 
fit the points shown in these figures by a quadratic formula. The solid lines 
show the results. It can be seen from the figures that the fits are very good. 
Similarly, in the range M= 26-40. the slopes xj/gfp) are plotted as flinctions ofp 
for different data samples for both CNO and AgBr events. These graphs are 
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Fig 4 3 Plots of the slopes \\t (p) versus p in the range M = 13-25 for different 
28 data samples of Si-CNO collisions 
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Fig. 4.4 Plots of the slopes \\f (p) versus p in the range M = 13-25 for different 
28 data samples of Si-AgBr collisions. 
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shown in Fig. 4.5 and Fig. 4.6 and again we see that the fits show a good 
agreement with the data points. 
The values of the entropy index fi2 can be obtained by finding the 
derivative of these curves at/? = 1 (relation 4.5). The values of ^^ ^ thus obtained 
are given in tables 4.1 and 4.2. For AgBr events, in the range M = 13-25, the 
entropy index p^ decreases with increase in the average multiplicity whereas in 
the range M = 26-40, it is almost independent of the average multiplicity. 
However, for CNO events, the entropy index ^2 does not depend on the 
average multiplicity in both ranges of M A similar behaviour is observed for 
CNO events generated using the FRITIOF generator, but the values of the 
entropy index are smaller than those obtained for the experimental events in 
both the ranges of M. For AgBr events generated using the FRITIOF 
generator, the values of 1^2 in the range M = 13-25 are in agreement with those 
obtained for the experimental events. However, in the range M = 26-40 the 
values of ^2 predicted by the FRITIOF generator are much smaller than those 
obtained experimentally (tables 4.1 and 4.2). 
In tables 4.1 and 4.2 values shown within curly brackets are those of ^2 
for the corresponding generated uncorrelated events. As can be seen, these 
values are very small compared to the values of ^2 obtained for the 
experimental data. This indicates that large event-to-event fluctuations of 
spatial patterns of the final states ai^ e present in our data. 
Shaoshun and Zhaomin [17] have studied chaoticity in NA27 data on pp 
collisions at 400 GeV/c. In the range M = 5-25, they have also observed that 
the entropy index decreases as the average multiplicity increases. But they did 
not obtain ^2 values in the range M = 25-40. It should be pointed out here that 
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Table 4.1. Values of entropy index |i2 for CNO events. The values within the curly 
brackets are those for the corresponding generated uncorrelated events. 
The values within the square brackets are those for the FRITIOF events. 
Data 
sample 
Ns> 8 
Ns>12 
Ns>15 
Number of 
events 
209 
148 
112 
Average 
multiplicity 
16.29 ±1.13 
19.44 ±1.60 
21.77 ±2.06 
Entropy 
M= 13-25 
2.377 + 0.016 
{0.103+0.002} 
[0.589 ± 0.003] 
2.374 ±0.023 
{0.061 ±0.004} 
[0.587 ± 0.002] 
2.310±0.115 
(0.061 ±0.004} 
[0.564 ± 0.003] 
index M.2 
M=26-40 
3.842 ±0.018 
{0.219 ±0.006} 
[0.811 ±0.006] 
3.842 ±0.014 
{0.121 ±0.006} 
[0.810 ±0.003] 
3.843 ±0.015 
{0.092 ±0.007} 
[0.784 ±0.107] 
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Table 4.2. Values of entropy index \i2 for AgBr events. The values within the curly 
brackets are those for the corresponding generated uncorrelated events. 
The values within the sauare brackets are those for the FRJTIOF events. 
Data 
sample 
Ns>8 
Ns>15 
Ns>20 
Ns>25 
Ns>30 
Number of 
events 
293 
250 
213 
189 
153 
Average 
multiplicity 
30.36 ±1.77 
33.78 + 2.14 
36.86 + 2.53 
38.89 + 2.83 
41.61 ±3.32 
Entropy 
M= 13-25 
0.533 ±0.007 
{0.050 ± 0.003} 
[0.589 ± 0.005] 
0.526 ±0.005 
{0.025 ±0.003} 
[0.591 ±0.004] 
0.344 ±0.014 
{0.017 ±0.002} 
[0.380 ±0.013] 
0.148 ±0.011 
{0.018 ±0.002} 
[0.125 ±0.014] 
0.035 ±0.001 
{0.001± 0.001} 
[0.040 ±0.003] 
index ^z 
M=26-40 
2.218 ±0.018 
{0.098 ±0.010} 
[0.805 ±0.006] 
2.219 + 0.016 
{0.038 + 0.002} 
[0.831 ±0.002] 
2.219±0.015 
{0.023 ± 0.004} 
[0.839 ±0.051] 
2.220 ±0.019 
{0.027 ± 0.004} 
[0.826 ±0.002] 
2.164±0.031 
{0.001+0.001} 
[0.744+0.004] 
1 0 1 
Fu et al. [16] have shown that the chaoticity observed by Shaoshun and 
Zhaomin in NA27 data could be reproduced by the statistical fluctuations only. 
But as has been shown in this section earlier, the chaoticity observed in the 
present investigation cannot be reproduced by the statistical fluctuations only. 
Thus the chaotic behaviour observed in our data has dynamical origin. 
Very recently, Atayan et al (NA22 collaboration) [18,19] studied event-
to-event fluctuations using a method based on event factorial moments in low 
multiplicity 7i~p and K p^ collisions at 250 GeV/c. They have demonstrated that 
the observed fluctuations are dominated by statistical fluctuations. However, 
when Atayan et al analysed the same data in terms of recently suggested 
moments of rapidity gaps for low multiplicity events [18], they observed 
significant non-statistical event-to-event fluctuations. Ghosh et al [20] 
analysed S-AgBr collisions at 200 AGeV in terms of entropy index ^ and 
found evidence of event-to-event fluctuations. 
4.4 Erraticity of rapidity gaps 
The use of rapidity gap method has been proposed by R. C. Hwa [11] to 
study event-to-event fluctuations in low multiplicity events. It has been argued 
that the event factorial moments Fg^ receive a contribution from a bin in which 
n„, > q, but ignores where it is located. In other words, F^^ is sensitive to the 
local height of the rapidity distribution in an event, not to the spatial 
arrangement in rapidity. When the particle multiplicity N in an event is low 
and the partition number M is high, many bins are empty. To have a bin with 
rim > q means that even more bins than the average would have to be empty. It 
then seems clear that the information about the fluctuations could be also 
collected by examining the rapidity gaps. When A^  is large, the rapidity gaps 
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are generally not very informative. However, when A'^  is low, they characterize 
an event better than counting particle numbers (spikes). In our case, the 
average multiplicity for Si-AgBr collisions is <Ns> = 30.36 ±0.18, which is 
neither very low nor very large. In this section, we, therefore, use the method 
of rapidity gaps su^ested by Hwa [11] to study erraticity or event-to-event 
fluctuations in our data. Working again in X variable [15], the rapidities of all 
the particles of each event have been distributed between 0 and 1. 
One can consider an event with n particles labelled by / = /, 2, 3, n 
in X space at X,, ordered in accordance to X, < X,+i, that is, from left to right. 
Now the distances between the neighboring particles are given by 
X. = X . , , - ^ . , i=0, 1,2, n (4.7) 
with Xo~0 and X„+} = 1 being the boundaries of X space. Every event 'e ' is 
thus characterized by a set Sg of n+/numbers: 5^ ={x,| i-O, /, 2...n}, which 
clearly satisfy 
It 
1-0 
and these numbers are referred to as 'rapidity gaps". To study the fluctuation of 
Se from event-to-event, the moment of x, for each event is defined as 
^'=7TT^/ - ' - <^-^^ 
where q is the order of the moment. It is obvious from equations 4.8 and 4.9 
that 
1Q3 
Vn = 1 and r, = 
• « + l 
At higher q, Tg are progressively smaller but are increasingly dominated by 
large x, components in Se, which in turn puts more emphasis on the large gaps 
than the small ones. A set of Fq for q ranging up to 7 or 8 is sufficient to 
characterize an event, better than Se itself in the sense that Fg can be compared 
from event to event, whereas Sg cannot be compared due to the fluctuations in 
n. Since the moment F^ fluctuates from event-to-event, one can determine a 
distribution PiTg) of F^ after many events. It is the shape of P(Tg) that 
characterizes the nature of event to event fluctuations of the gap distribution, 
and therefore of the spatial pattern of an event. Again we can describe the 
changes in the shape of the distribution by its moments, that is, 
1 '^,v 
c,., =-—Z(^J^ (4.10) 
where Nev is the total number of events. Since Cj^ ~ i^q^ '^ ^^ ^ mean of the 
distribution that gives least information on the degree of fluctuation, the 
derivative at /? = 1 convey the broadest information on P(F^) [11]. Therefore, 
the event-to-event fluctuations of F^ can be quantified as 
''' dp '''' = - ( ^ . ^ " ^ . ) ' (4.11) / ' M 
where (....) stands for the average over all events. The quantities s^ are the new 
measures of erraticity in terms of rapidity gaps. 
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Unlike the factorial moments Fq, Yq do not filter out statistical 
fluctuations. At low multiplicities, the factorial moments also fail to be 
effective in that filtering, thus there is no loss in considering Yq at low 
multiplicities. However, one can estimate how much 5^  stands out above the 
statistical fluctuations by calculating 
C =-(rrinr;-), (4.i2) 
where V^'^ is determined by using the distribution of the gaps from the 
generated events. Taking the ratio 
^ , = - ^ ^ (4.13) 
and examining the deviation of5^ from 1, one can observe the erraticity 
measure of an event sample. 
In order to study the erraticity of rapidity gaps for Si-AgBr collisions 
at 14.6 AGeV, we have calculated F^  moment for each event using equation 
4.9 for both the pseudorapidity and azimuthal spaces, q has been varied from 2 
to 9 in steps of 1. To probe the fluctuation of Y^ from event-to-event, we have 
calculated the values of ^^  by using equation 4.11. To eliminate the statistical 
part of this measure, we have calculated J"'" (equation 4.12) by generating 
random numbers between 0 and 1 for the pseudorapidity space and between 0 
and 2n for the azimuthal space. The generated events have the same 
multiplicity distribution as that of the experimental events. Next we calculated 
5^  with the help of equation 4.13 for our data. The /w.S" versus Inq plots for 
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both the spaces are exhibited in Fig. 4.7. It is evident from the figure that for 
both the pseudorapidity and azimuthal spaces, S^ deviates significantly from 1 
and thus indicates the presences of event-to-event fluctuations in our data. The 
S values, a5 can be seen, increase linearly with the increase in q, thereby 
putting more weight on large gaps. Evidently the results show a power law 
behaviour in q, that is, S^ <x:q where (j) = 1.630 ± 0.015 for the 
pseudorapidity space and <^  = 2.598 ± 0.127 for the azimuthal space. 
Since x, are less than one, T^ are usually much less than one (equation 
4.9) and this may result in significant contribution of the statistical fluctuations 
to S , though not so large as to render the measures ineffective. To minimize 
this effect, Hwa and Zhang [11] defined different types of moments, that is, 
^ , = T 7 T Z ( 1 - ^ . ) " ' . (414) 
where x, are given by equation 4.7. The Hg moments like f^  receive dominant 
contribution from large x„ but can become much greater than one. Substituting 
Hq in all foregoing equations, one can define 
<T, ={H^\nH^) (4.15) 
V _ Q" ? 
a n d ^ g - siai (4.16) 
as new measures of erraticity. Fig. 4.8 shows the plots of InEg as a function of 
q for q = 2-9 for both the pseudorapidity and azimuthal spaces. The straight 
lines in the plots represent the linear fits of the type 
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Inq 
2 8 ^ -Fig. 4.7 Dependence of inS on Inq for Si-AgBr collisions at 14.6 AGeV 
(a) T)-space (b) (j>-space. 
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28„ . Fig. 4.8 Dependence of Inl on q for Si-AgBr collisions at 14.6 AGeV 
(a) Tj-space (b) (j)-space. 
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\nT^ = A' + Pq, (4.17) 
to the data points. From the figure, we again observe that Eg deviates from 1 
and that Ig exhibits linear increase with the increase in q. The values of the 
slopes of die linear fits are ^ = i.743± 0.057 and p = 0.917+ 0.014 for the 
pseudorapidity and azimuthal spaces respectively. 
Thus statistically significant measures of erraticity have been observed 
in the multiparticle production in ^^Si-AgBr collisions at 14.6 AGeV. Similar 
results have very recently been observed by M, R. Atayan et al (NA22 
collaboration) [18] while analyzing the data on 7t~p and K'^ p collisions at 250 
GeV/c and by Ghosh et al [20] analysed ^^S-AgBr collisions at 200 AGeV. 
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CHAPTER V 
Study of non-statistical fluctuations in the 
angular distribution of grey particles produced 
in ^^Si-AgBr collisions at 14.6 AGeV 
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5.1 Introduction 
Unlike high energy elementary nucleon-nucleon colHsions. where the 
produced shower particles are the only source to gather knowledge of collision 
dynamics, nucleus-nucleus collisions at relativistic energies offer fiirther 
probes like the target nucleus and projectile nucleus fragments. However, the 
study of shower particles produced in relativistic nucleus-nucleus collisions 
has always been emphasized with a common belief that these particles are 
most informative about the collision dynamics and thus could be effective in 
revealing the underlying physics of high energy relativistic interactions. Since 
the physics of relativistic collisions is not conclusive, all the available probes 
need to be thoroughly studied towards the meaningful analysis of experimental 
data. 
It has therefore been argued that the information about the non-
statistical fluctuations could also be collected by studying the target associated 
knock out protons known as grey particles. The grey particles with range L > 
3mm and velocity 0.7 > p > 0.23 have energy 26 to 400 MeV. According to the 
evaporation model [1], these particles are the low energy part of the inter-
nucleon cascade and they leave the nucleus during the passage of the incident 
nucleus. Since these grey particles along with shower particles are produced in 
the first stage of the collision, it is speculated that these particles may also 
carry some important information on the spatial patterns from event-to-event. 
Moreover, the study of grey particles will not only provide a unified 
description of the whole production process, but will also provide an additional 
parameter to understand the dynamics of particle production process. 
The study of non-statistical fluctuations in the target associated particles 
was first carried out by Ploszajczak and Tucholski [2], They investigated the 
I l l 
intermittent behaviour in nuclear fragmentation at intermediate energies by 
studying the bin size dependence of the normalized factorial moments. 
Takibaev et al. [3] analysed proton-nucleus interaction data at incident 
energies ranging from 67 to 400 GeV and demonstrated the existence of non-
statistical fluctuations in the angular distribution of target associated particles. 
Similar observations have recently been reported by D. Ghosh et al [4] while 
studying the dynamical fluctuations in the azimuthal angle distribution of grey 
particles produced in O-AgBr collisions at 60 AGeV and S-AgBr collisions 
at 200 AGeV. In this chapter, we analyze the data related to the grey particles 
produced m ^*Si-AgBr collisions at 14.6 AGeV. Our objective is to see 
whether fluctuations of non-statistical origin exist in the angular distribution of 
these grey particles. 
We have used two methods for this purpose: the scaled factorial 
moment method [5] and Takagi moment method [6]. These are the two most 
widely used methodologies for extracting information regarding the dynamical 
fluctuations. Using these two methods, the fluctuations in the angular 
distribution of grey particles in cosine and azimuthal spaces have been studied. 
Values of the parameters that quantify the scaling behaviour have been 
determined for both the spaces. Also the values of the generalized dimensions 
and multifractal specific heat, which are the consequences of the fractal 
structure, have been determined for both the spaces. 
5.2 Takagi Method 
The scaled factorial moment method has already been described in 
chapter III. Here we shall briefly discuss the Takagi methodology for studying 
the multifractal structure of multiplicity distributions [6]. Consider a process of 
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multiparticle production at some incident energy and the distribution in a phase 
space. A single event contains n grey particles distributed in the interval A. The 
particle multiplicity changes from event to event according to the distribution 
Pn(A). The interval A is divided into A/equal bins, each of size d = A^M. Let 
Pn(d) be the multiplicity distribution in a single bin. It is assumed that Pn(3) is 
independent of the location of the bin. Particles produced in Q independent 
events are distributed in CIM bins each of size 3. Let K be the total number of 
particles produced in Q events and rip be the multiplicity of particles in the ith 
bin of the jth event. If the multifractal approach is applicable, then the quantity 
T,{3)= In f f />; for q > 0 (5.1) 
behaves like a linear function of the logarithm of the resolution R(5) 
7 ' , ( 5 ) = ^ , + 5 J n R ( 5 ) , (5.2) 
where Aq and Bg are constants independent of q. P ^ , is the normalized 
density defined as 
P, = ^ (5.3) 
If a linear behaviour is observed over a large range of R(3), a generalized 
dimension may be defined as 
D . ~ - ^ (5.4) 
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When the number of events Q is very large, Takagi [6] showed that the double 
sum of P j^ might be expressed as 
,^ ?. "^^ = ¥^W)) "^' 
As the pseudorapidity distribution of the particles is assumed to be flat in the 
considered region, one can write 
< " > ~ 5 (5.6) 
On substituting equation 5.6 into equation 5.5 and taking log of both sides, we 
get 
TAd) = In r r-^^— i 
= ln(«' ')- ln5 - lnA:'"'(^/aA) 
= \nin''\-\nd + const. (5.7) 
For the simplest choice of resolution R(5) =" 5, equation 5.2 becomes 
T^i8) = A^+B^\n5. (5.8) 
On comparing relations 5.7 and 5.8, Takagi obtained the relation 
= A^+{{q-\)D^+\\\nd. (5.9) 
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To check the validity of equation 5.9, Takagi plotted [6] Inl^n^j as a function of 
ln5 for the experimental data [7-9]. Deviation from the linear behaviour was 
observed in the large pseudorapidity region. Takagi related the deviation to the 
non-flat behaviour of dn/drf in the large r} region (projectile and target 
fragmentation regions) and argued that {n) would be a better choice for R(5) as 
dn/d{n) is flat by definition [10]. 
Choosing/f(^5j == {n), one can rewrite equation 5.9 as 
I n ( « ^ > = ^ , + {(^ - 1 ) / ) , + l } l n ( « ) . (5.10) 
A linear behaviour of ln/rt'\over a considerable range of ln(/j) would point 
towards a fractal structure. The generalized dimensions Dq iox q>2 can then 
be easily evaluated from the slopes of ln/«*\versus in{n) plots. The 
generalized dimension Dj for q = 1. which is known as the information 
dimension can be obtained from the relation 
(n \n n) , , 
(n) '^ g . ' " < " ) (5.11) 
5.3 Results 
Since the shape of the single particle density distribution is non-flat and 
the shape of the distribution influences the scaling behaviour of moments, we 
have used the cumulative variables X^ose and X^ [10] instead of cosO and </>. 
cosO ranges from -1 to +1 and the azimuthal angle from is 0 to 2K. With the 
help of cumulative variable, the corresponding ranges for both Xa,so and X^ 
become 0 to 1. 
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5.3,1 F,-moinents 
For the identification of intermittency pattern of fluctuations, if any, in 
the distribution of grey tracks obtained form ^^Si-AgBr collisions at 14.6 
AGeV, we calculated the values of the scaled factorial moments for each event 
by using the following equation 
h {Ny ^ ^ 
for our data in Xcoso saidX^ spaces. M, the number of bins into which the phase 
space interval is divided, varies from 2 to 20 for the present analysis, n^ is the 
multiplicity of grey particles in the mth bin and (A'^ ) is the average number of 
grey particles for all events. Fg values were calculated for all the events and 
were then averaged over to obtain <Fg>. 
The plots of ln<Fq> versus InM for ^ = 2, 3 and 4 for both the cosine 
and ^ spaces are shown in Fig. 5.1(a & b). From the figure, it is clear that 
ln<Fg> exhibits a linear dependence on InM in both the spaces. This implies 
that Fg-moments have a power law dependence on M Values of the slopes <j>g 
known as intermittency indices determined from the least square fitting to the 
data points are listed in table 5.1. From the table it can be seen that (j)g values 
are significantly different from zero in both the spaces. Further, the <j>g values 
in both the cases increase with the increase in q. This indicates the presence of 
intermittent pattern and hence the non-statistical fluctuations in the distribution 
of grey particles. Ghosh et al [4,11] studied the behaviour of the scaled 
factorial moments of the distribution of grey particles produced in ^^0-AgBr 
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InM 
InM 
2 8 ^ . Fig. 5.1 Plots of ln<F > versus InM for grey particles produced in Si-AgBr 
collisions at 14.6 AGeV. (a) cosine space (b) (t)-space. 
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Table 5.1 Values of the slopes ij)g ofln<Fg> versus InM plots for grey particles for 
^Si-AgBr collisions at 14.6 AGeV in cosine and <j> spaces. 
? 
2 
3 
4 
^q(cose) 
0.039 ± 0.008 
0.148 ±0.024 
0.303 ± 0.064 
m) 
0.048 ± 0.009 
0.202 ± 0.029 
0.424 ± 0.068 
Table 5.2 Values of the slopes K^ of In/w* \ versus ln(/;) plots for grey particles for 
Si-AgBr collisions at 14.6 AGeV in cosine and <j) spaces. 
^ 
2 
3 
4 
KgfcosO) 
1.777 + 0.012 
2.516 ±0.021 
3.233 ±0.031 
K/(l>) 
1.785 + 0.010 
2.549 + 0.023 
3.302 ±0.043 
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collisions at 60 AGeV and ^^S-AgBr collisions at 200 AGeV. They also found 
evidence of non-statistical fluctuations in the distribution of grey particles. 
5.3.2 Takagi moments 
To investigate the multifractal behaviour of grey particles produced in 
^^Si-AgBr collisions at 14.6 AGeV through the method proposed by Takagi 
[6], the angular distribution interval Xcose (^^) ranging from 0 - I was 
subsequently decreased in steps of 0.05 and the values of (n*'^  and {n\nn)/{n) 
were calculated for each interval, n is the multiplicity of grey particles in an 
event for the given interval. Fig. 5.2 (a & b) shows the dependence of In In''\ 
for ^ = 2, 3 and 4 on ln{n) in the cosine and (j) spaces respectively. From the 
figure, we see that for the whole range of («), a linear increase of ln/«*\ with 
\ti(n) is observed in both the plots. This linear dependence is an evidence of 
self-similarity in the distribution of grey particles. The values of the slopes Kg 
for different values of ^ were obtained by fitting the relation 
]n{n')=A^ + K^]n{n), (5.13) 
to the data points. These Kg values are listed in table 5.2. In both the spaces we 
observe that Kg increases with increase in q. In Fig. 5.3 (a & b). we plot 
{n\nn)/{n) as a function of/«(/?) for both the spaces. The slopes of the plots 
give the values of Dj, the information dimension. 
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Fig. 5.2 Plots of ln<n''> versus ln<n> for grey particles produced in ^^Si-AgBr 
collisions at 14.6 AGeV. (a) cosine space (b) (j)-space. 
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Fig. 5.3 Plots of <nln n>/<n> versus ln<n> forgrey particles produced in ^^Si-AgBr 
collisions at 14.6 AGeV, (a) cosine space (b) (j)-space. 
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5,3.3 Generalized dimensions 
According to the theory of fractals, the self-similar systems are 
characterized by the generalized dimensions Dq. In the last section, we 
observed that the moments determined by the scaled factorial method and 
Takagi method exhibit power law dependences, thereby reflecting the self-
similar property of multiparticle-production-process. This implies that the 
generalized dimensions can be obtained from both the analyses, using the 
following relations 
D, - 1 - . \ . (5.14) 
Values oiDq for our data were calculated from equations 5.14 and 5.15 in both 
the cosine and (/» spaces. These values are presented in tables 5.3 and 5.4. In 
table 5.4, we also present the values of information dimension D] obtained 
from the slopes of {n\nn)/{n) versus ln{n) plots (Fig. 5.3 (a & b)). It is clear 
from table 5.3 that Dg values obtained from F^-moment analysis in the cosine 
space are greater than the corresponding values in the azimuthal space. 
However, such a trend is not observed in Dg values obtained from the Takagi 
method. A similar result has been obtained by other investigators also [4]. Dg 
values not only depend on the space in which the analysis is carried out but 
also on the method of analysis. Further, it can be seen that Dg values in each 
case decrease with the increase in q. This is an evidence of multifractal 
structure in the distribution of target-associated knockout protons produced in 
^^Si-AgBr collisions at 14.6 AGeV. 
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Table 5.3 Values of the generalized dimensions Dg determined from Fq -moment 
analysis for Si-AgBr collisions at 14.6 AGeV in cosine and <j) spaces. 
Fg -moment analysis 
Q 
2 
3 
4 
Dg(cose) 
0.961+0.008 
0.926 ±0.012 
0.899 ±0.021 
D,(<i>) 
0.952 ± 0.009 
0.891 ±0.015 
0.859 ± 0.023 
Table 5.4 Values of the generalized dimensions Dg determined from Takagi-moment 
28f,. 
analysis for Si-AgBr collisions at 14.6 AGeV in cosine and <l> spaces. 
Takagi -moment analysis 
^ 
1 
2 
3 
4 
Dq(cose) 
0.968 ± 0.007 
0.777 + 0.012 
0.758 + 0.011 
0.744 + 0.010 
D,(<t>) 
0.967 + 0.006 
0.785 ±0.010 
0.775 ±0.012 
0.767 ±0.014 
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5.3.4 Multifractal specific heat 
Recently Bershadskii [12] showed that Bernoulli distribution appears in 
natural way when transition from mono-fractality to multifractallty is studied. 
Starting from the definition of Gq-moments [13], he derived the following 
relation 
0 , = D ^ ^ c ^ (5.16) 
for the multifractal Bernoulli fluctuations. In the above relation, Dq is the 
generalized dimension of order q and c is a constant. The mono-fractality to 
multifractality transition corresponds to c = 0 to a finite non-zero value of c. If 
the thermodynamical interpretation of the multifractality is used, then c can be 
interpreted as the multifractal specific heat of the system [14]. Bershadskii [12] 
analysed the data on nucleus-nucleus collisions at various energies and found 
that equation 5,16 gives a good fit to the data. We have also determined the 
multifractal specific heat for our data on grey particles produced in Si-AgBr 
collisions at 14.6 AGeV using different sets of D^ values. Fig. 5.4 (a & b) 
shows the plots of £>^ , obtained from F^-analysis as a function of lnq/(q-l) for 
both the cosine and (j) spaces. Straight lines are the linear fits to the data points 
and these fits indicate a good agreement between our data and the multifractal 
Bernoulli representation. The slopes of the fitted lines, which give the values 
of the multifractal specific heat c for our data are 0.266 ± 0.018 and 0.401 ± 
0.025 for the cosine and ^ spaces respectively. 
Fig 5.5 (a & b) shows the plots of D^, obtained from Takagi method as a 
function of lnq/(q-}) for both the cosine and </> spaces. The values of c, the 
slopes of fitted lines, in this case are 0.141 ± 0.007 and 0.076 ± 0.002 for the 
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DT 0.90 
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lnq/q-1 
lnq/q-1 
Fig. 5.4 Dependence of the generalized dimension D determined by F -moment 
2 8 ^ . 
method on Inq/(q-l) for Si-AgBr collisions at 14.6 AGeV. (a) cosine 
space (b) <()-space. 
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Fig. 5.5 Dependence of the generalized dimension D determined by Takagi 
method on hiq/(q-l) for" Si-AgBrcolhsions at 14.6 AGeV. (a) cosine 
space (b) <t)-space. 
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two spaces respectively. Like D^ values, the values of c also depend on the 
method of anatysis and the phase space in -which the analysis is done. 
Therefore, from the present investigation we conclude that fluctuations 
of non-statistical origin are present in the distribution of grey particles 
produced in ^*Si-AgBr collisions at 14.6 AGeV. By using the scaled factorial 
moment Fg and Takagi moment methods, fractal structures are observed in our 
data in the both cosine and (^ spaces. This in turn reflects a self-similar 
behaviour in the production of these target protons. The generalized dimension 
Dq and the multifractal specific heat 'c ' have been determined from both the 
analyses for both the spaces. Differences in the values of Dq as well as c from 
the two methods are mainly due to the difference in the definitions of these 
moments. 
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CHAPTER VI 
Summary and conclusions 
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Relativistic heavy ion collisions provide an experimental setting for 
studying the exotic behaviour of the matter. It has been suggested that the 
strongly interacting matter at high energy densities produced in these collisions 
may undergo a phase transition to quark-gluon plasma (QGP). The QGP 
formation could cause large fluctuations in phase space, which in turn may 
result in large fluctuations in the measured particle densities. In the present 
work, we made an attempt to gain some insight into these density fluctuations 
of multiparticle production seen in the heavy ion collisions through the 
examination of factorial moments. Emulsion experiments are well suited for 
this type of analysis as the production angles of the produced particles are 
measured with high precision. Emulsion experiments also have the advantage 
that the same detector design can be used at all the experimental sites, so that 
experiments which cover a wide range of energies can be used without the use 
of differing detector corrections, which could affect the required signals. 
From our systematic study of the scaled factorial moments of the 
pseudorapidity and azimuthal angle distributions of the secondary particles 
produced in silicon-emulsion collisions at 14.6 AGeV, a power law 
dependence ofFg on M, that is, an intermittency pattern is observed in both the 
spaces. A similar trend is followed in the two- dimensional space. The values 
of the intermittency indices (j>g obtained from the slopes of the plots increase 
with the increase in q for all the three cases and the two dimensional (j>g are 
larger than the one dimensional (/>, for all values of q. Further, the values of 
A for both one and two dimensional phase spaces show an increase with the 
increase in q, which means that the factorial moments follow a generalized 
power law. 
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On investigating the behaviour of X^ as a function of intermittency 
index ^g for various M ranges, a Xq minimum is observed in both the 
pseudorapidity and azimuthal spaces. This means that there is a certain value q 
= qc at which the multiparticle system behaves as a mixture of t^ '^o states. On 
either side of this critical value, the multiparticle system behaves differently, 
which is an indication of non-thermal phase transition in the multiparticle 
production process in Si-AgBr collisions at 14.6 AGeV. 
Moreover, on studying the two dimensional (T]-(t>) ln<F2> versus InM 
plots with different values of Hurst exponent //, we found that the two 
dimensional second order factorial moment exhibits an upward bending as a 
function of partition of space. This upward bending, however, vanishes dXH = 
2.5 or 3.0. This means that only when we use the right value of//, that is, the 
proper partition along the longitudinal and perpendicular directions, in the 
analysis can the superposition of the contributions from the elementary 
collisions in the nucleus-nucleus collisions be correctly accounted for. A 
parameter 'a' is introduced to characterize the degree of upward bending. 
Using this parameter, it is found that the heavier are the colliding nuclei, the 
stronger is the upward bending, in consistence with the fact that the number of 
elementary collisions is larger for heavier colliding nuclei. If QGP is formed. 
then there will be no elementary collisions. This in turn will lead to vanishing 
of the superposition effect due to the contribution of elementary collisions in 
nucleus-nucleus collisions. Under such conditions, the upward bending in the 
two dimensional second order factorial moment plots is not likely to be seen. 
Thus study of the nuclear effect in nucleus-nucleus collisions could be used as 
another indirect test for QGP formation. 
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In the fourth chapter, we studied the erraticity behaviour of muhiparticle 
production process through the moment of moments Cp,^  analysis. Erraticity 
measure is a capture of fluctuations that have been lost in the normalized 
factorial moments while averaging over all the bins and events. From this 
study we find that our data exhibit large fluctuations of factorial moments from 
event to event. A comparison of results on moment of moments Q,^ and other 
erraticity parameters with those obtained for the generated uncorrelated events 
indicates that the contribution of the statistical fluctuations to the observed 
fluctuations in our data is very small. Further, a comparison of our results with 
those obtained for the FRITIOF events suggests that only a part of the 
observed fluctuations could be explained by the FRITIOF generator. There are 
additional fluctuations, which the FRITIOF generator fails to explain. At 
present we do not know what mechanism causes these fluctuations in heavy 
ion collisions. However, the method used in the present work is very effective 
in studying the non-statistical fluctuations in the event factorial moments in 
relativistic heavy ion collisions. 
The fact that the values of the entropy index for different samples of our 
data are positive and very large as compared to the values obtained for the 
generated uncorrelated events indicates that the muhiparticle production in 
Si-emulsion collisions at 14.6 AGeV is chaotic in nature. 
On studying the erraticity of rapidity gaps, the method proposed for low 
multiplicity events, we observe that both the erraticity measures Sq and £g 
deviate significantly from 1 for both the pseudorapidity and azimuthal angle 
spaces and that both S^ and Eg increase linearly with the increase in q. This 
means that significant event-to-event fluctuations are present in the 
muhiparticle production in *^*Si- AgBr collisions at 14.6 AGeV. The values of 
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erraticity measures obtained in the present investigation would provide 
valuable input to the models of multiparticle production. 
In chapter five, we dealt with the non-statistical fluctuations in the 
angular distribution of target associated knockout protons. These particles are 
produced soon after the pions are produced and are believed to carry relevant 
information about the collision mechanism. By using the scaled factorial 
moment Fq and Takagi moment methods, fractal structures are observed in our 
data for both the cosine and ^ spaces. This in turn reflects the self-similar 
behaviour in the production of target protons. The generalized dimension Dq 
and the multifractal specific heat *c' have been determined from both the 
analyses for both the spaces. Differences in the values of D ,^ and c from the 
two methods used in our analyses are mainly due to the difference in the 
definitions of these moments. 
Finally, we conclude that moment analyses of particle density 
distributions in one dimensional pseudorapidity space and two dimensional 
combined pseudorapidity-azimuthal angle space provide useflil information 
about the mechanism of multiparticle production process. Experiments at 
RHIC and LHC will provide us interacting systems with much higher energy 
densities and larger formation times. If then large fluctuations induced in 
particle densities from the phase transition from QGP to hadronic matter are 
observed, then the comparison of moment analyses at RHIC and LHC energies 
with those at AGS and SPS energies may provide us one of the signals needed 
to establish the existence of the phase transition to a QGP state. 
